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Multicast Topology Inference from Measured
End-to-End Loss

N.G. Duffield, J. Horowitz, F. Lo Presti, D. Towsley

Abstract—The use of multicast inference on end-to-end measure-
ment has recently been proposed as a means to infer network inter-
nal characteristics such as packet link loss rate and delay. In this pa-
per we propose three types of algorithm that use loss measurements
to infer the underlying multicast topology: (i) a grouping estima-
tor that exploits the monotonicity of loss rates with increasing path
length; (ii) a maximum likelihood estimator; and (iii) a Bayesian
estimator. We establish their consistency, compare their complexity
and accuracy, and analyze the modes of failure and their asymptotic
probabilities.

Keywords: Communication Networks, End-to-End Measurement,
Maximum Likelihood Estimation, Multicast, Statistical Inference,
Topology Discovery.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation.

In this paper we propose and evaluate a number of al-
gorithms for the inference of logical multicast topologies
from end-to-end network measurements. All are devel-
oped from recent work that shows how to infer per link
loss rate from measured end-to-end loss of multicast traf-
fic. The idea behind this approach is that performance
characteristics across a number of intersecting network
paths can be combined to reveal characteristics of the in-
tersection of the paths. In this way, one can infer charac-
teristics across a portion of the path without requiring the
portion’s endpoints to terminate measurements.

The use of active multicast probes to perform mea-
surements is particularly well suited to this approach due
to the inherent correlations in packet loss seen at differ-
ent receivers. Consider a multicast routing tree connect-
ing the probe source to a number of receivers. When a
probe packet is dispatched down the tree from the source,
a copy is sent down each descendant link from every
branch point encountered. By this action, one packet at
the source gives rise to a copy of the packet at each re-
ceiver. Thus a packet reaching each member of a subset
of receivers encounters identical conditions between the
source and the receivers’ closest common branch point in
the tree.
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This approach has been used to infer the per link packet
loss probabilities for logical multicast trees with a known
topology. The Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE)
for the link probabilities was determined in [3] under the
assumption that probe loss occurs independently across
links and between probes. This estimate is somewhat ro-
bust with respect to violations of this assumption. This
approach will be discussed in more detail presently.

The focus of the current paper is the extension of these
methods to infer the logical topology when it is not known
in advance. This is motivated in part by ongoing work [1]
to incorporate the loss-based MLE into the National In-
ternet Measurement Infrastructure [14]. In this case, in-
ference is performed on end-to-end measurements arising
from the exchange of multicast probes between a num-
ber of measurement hosts stationed in the Internet. The
methods here can be used to infer first the logical multi-
cast topology, and then the loss rates on the links in this
topology. What we do not provide (are unable to) is an
algorithm for identifying the physical topology of a net-
work.

A more important motivation for this work is that
knowledge of the multicast topology can be used by mul-
ticast applications. It has been shown in [9] that orga-
nizing a set of receivers in a bulk transfer application
into a tree can substantially improve performance. Such
an organization is central component of the widely used
RMTP-II protocol [20]. The development of tree con-
struction algorithms for the purpose of supporting reliable
multicast has been identified to be of fundamental impor-
tance by the Reliable Multicast Transport Group of the
IETF; see [7]. This motivated the work reported in [16],
which was concerned with grouping multicast receivers
that share the same set of network bottlenecks from the
source for the purposes of congestion control. Closely re-
lated to [3], the approach of [16] is based on estimating
packet loss rates for the path between the source and the
common ancestor of pairs of nodes in the special case of
binary trees. Since loss is a non-decreasing function of the
path length, this quantity should be maximal for a sibling
pair. The whole binary tree is reconstructed by iterating
this procedure.
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B. Contribution.

This paper describes and evaluates three methods for
inference of logical multicast topology from end-to-end
multicast measurements. Two of these ((i) and (ii) below)
are directly based on the MLE for link loss probabilities
of [3], as recounted in Section II. In more detail, the three
methods are:
(i) Grouping Classifiers. We extend the grouping method
of [16] to general trees, and establish its correctness. This
is done in two steps. First, in Section III, we apply and
extend the methods of [3] to establish a one-to-one corre-
spondence between the the expected distribution of events
measurable at the leaves, and the underlying topology
and loss rates. In particular, we provide an algorithm
that reconstructs arbitrary (e.g. non-binary) topologies
from the corresponding distributions of leaf-measurable
events. Second, in Section IV, we adapt the algorithm
to work with the empirical leaf-event distributions arising
from multicast end-to-end measurements. A complica-
tion arises through the fact that certain equalities that hold
for the expected distributions only hold approximately
for the measured distributions. We propose and evalu-
ate three variants of the algorithm to overcome this. One
is based on the above reconstruction method for general
trees; the other two methods use binary grouping opera-
tions to reconstruct a binary tree, which is then manipu-
lated to yield the inferred tree.
(ii) Maximum Likelihood Classifier. Given the measured
end-to-end packet losses, the link loss estimator of [3] as-
sociates a likelihood with each possible logical multicast
tree connecting the source to the receivers. The maxi-
mum likelihood classifier selects that tree for which the
likelihood is maximal. This estimator is presented in Sec-
tion V.
(iii) Bayesian Classifier. In this approach, the topology
and link probabilities are treated as random variables with
some prior distribution. In Bayesian decision theory one
specifies a loss function that characterizes a penalty for
misclassification, then selects the topology that minimizes
the mean value of this penalty according to the posterior
distribution (i.e. the conditional distribution of the pa-
rameters given the measurements). This estimator is pre-
sented in Section VI.

In all cases we establish that the classifiers are con-
sistent, i.e., the probability of correct classification con-
verges to � as the number of probes grows to infinity. We
establish connections amongst the grouping-based algo-
rithms. In particular, the general grouping-based algo-
rithm is equivalent to the composition of the binary group-
ing algorithm with a pruning operation that excises links
of zero loss and identifies their endpoints. The latter ap-
proach turns out to be computationally simpler.

The ML and Bayesian classifiers, embodying standard
statistical methods, provide reference points for the ac-

curacy of the grouping-based classifiers. In Section VII
we use simulations to evaluate the relative accuracy of
the topology classifiers, and to understand their modes of
failure. We find that the accuracy of the grouping clas-
sifiers either closely matches or exceeds that of the other
methods when applied to the identification of a selection
of fixed unknown topologies. This finding is supported
by some numerical results on the tail asymptotics of mis-
classification probabilities when using large numbers of
probes. The simulations show the techniques can resolve
topologies even when link loss probabilities are as small
as about 1%, on the basis of data from a few thousand
probes. This data could be gathered from a probe source
of low bandwidth (a few tens of kbits per second) over a
few minutes.

The ML and Bayesian classifiers are considerably more
computationally complex than the grouping-based meth-
ods. This is for two reasons: (i) they exhaustively search
the set of possible trees, whereas the grouping approaches
progressively exclude certain topologies from considera-
tion as groups are formed; (ii) their per-topology com-
putational costs are greater. Since the number of pos-
sible topologies grows rapidly with the number of re-
ceivers, any decrease in per-topology cost for the ML and
Bayesian classifiers would eventually be swamped by the
growth in the number of possible topologies. For this
reason, we expect significant decrease in complexity will
only be available for classifiers that are able to search the
topology space in a relatively sophisticated manner, e.g.
as performed by the grouping-based algorithms. Sum-
marizing, we conclude that binary-based grouping algo-
rithms provide the best combination of accuracy and com-
putational simplicity.

In Section VIII we further analyze the modes of mis-
classification in grouping algorithms. We distinguish the
coarser notion of misgrouping, which entails failure to
identify the descendant leaves of a given node. This no-
tion is relevant, for example, in multicast congestion con-
trol, where one is interested in establishing the set of re-
ceivers that are behind each bottleneck. We obtain rates
of convergence of the probability of successful grouping
and classification in the regime of small link loss rates.

We conclude in Section IX; the proofs and some more
detailed technical material are deferred to Section X.

C. Other Related Work.

The mtrace [12] measurement tool, reports the route
from a multicast source to a receiver, along with other
information about that path such as per-hop loss statis-
tics. The tracer tool [10] uses mtrace to perform
topology discovery. We briefly contrast some properties
of those methods with those presented here. (i) Access:
mtrace relies on routers to respond to explicit measure-
ment queries; access to such facilities may be restricted
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by service providers. The present method does not re-
quire such cooperation. (ii) Scaling: mtrace needs to
run once per receiver in order to cover the tree, so that
each router must process requests from all its descendant
leaf nodes. The present method works with a single pass
down the tree. On the other hand, our methods do not as-
sociate physical network addresses with nodes of the logi-
cal multicast tree. For this reason, we envisage combining
mtrace and multicast-based estimation in measurement
infrastructures, complementing infrequent mtrace mea-
surements with ongoing multicast based-inference to de-
tect topology changes.

In the broader context of network tomography we men-
tion some recent analytic work on a different problem,
namely, determination of source-destination traffic matrix
from source- and destination-averaged traffic volumes;
see [18], [19] for further details.

II. LOSS TREES AND INFERENCE OF LOSS RATE

We begin by reviewing the tree and loss models used to
formulate the MLE for link loss probabilities in a known
topology. We identify the physical multicast tree as com-
prising actual network elements (the nodes) and the com-
munication links that join them. The logical multicast tree
comprises the branch points of the physical tree, and the
logical links between them. The logical links comprise
one or more physical links. Thus each node in the logical
tree has at least two children, except the leaf nodes (which
have none) and the root (which we assume has one). We
can construct the logical tree from the physical tree by the
following procedure: except for the root, delete each node
that has only one child, and adjust the link set accordingly
by linking its parent directly to its child.

A. Tree Model.

Let �������
	��� denote a logical multicast tree with
nodes � and links � . We identify one node, the root � ,
with the source of probes, and set of leaves ����� with
the set of receivers. We say that a link is internal if nei-
ther of its endpoints is the root or a leaf node. We will
occasionally use � to denote ����������	���� �!�  , where
1 denotes the child node of � , the set of nodes terminat-
ing internal links. Each node " , apart from the root, has
a parent #$��"% such that ��#$�&"%'	�"%)(*� . We will some-
times refer to �&#$��"%+	,"% as link " . Define recursively the
compositions #.-/�0#213#.-5476 with #862�0# . We say 9
is descended from " , and write 9!:�" , if ";�<# - �=9> for
some positive integer ? . The set of children of " , namely�,9@(A�0BC#$�D95E�F"G� is denoted by HG�&"% . The (nearest)
ancestor I.��J3 of a subset JK�L� is the : -least upper
bound of all the elements of J . A collection of nodes J
are said to be siblings if they have the same parent, i.e.,
if #$�&"%M�NI.��J3EO7"P(*J . A maximal sibling set com-
prises the entire set HQ��"% of children of some node "R(2� .

�S�&"�
�*���M�&"�+	T�U�&"%T will denote the subtree rooted at " ;�V��"%W�A�YXZ�M��"% is the set of receivers in �M��"% .
B. Loss Model.

For each link we assume an independent Bernoulli loss
model: each probe is successfully transmitted across link" with probability []\ . Thus the progress of each probe
down the tree is described by an independent copy of a
stochastic process ^_�0�`^S\�a\�b>c as follows. ^�d2�e� .^�\f��� if the probe reaches node "g(F� and � oth-
erwise. If ^M\h�e� , then ^ji@�e�%	�Ok9f(lHG�&"% . Other-
wise, m�n ^ i �o�5p ^ \ �o��qr�s[ i and m�n ^ i �s�Gp ^ \ ��'qt�N� uY[8i . We adopt the convention [CdZ�v� and de-
note [l�e�w[Cxy�xwb>c . We call the pair �w�M	�[C a loss tree.z.{
| }

will denote the distribution of ^ on the loss tree�w�M	�[C . In what follows we shall work exclusively with
canonical loss trees. A loss tree is said to be in canonical
form if ��~s[$\h~0��	yO8"A(*� except for "A�N� . Any
tree �&��	T[$ not in canonical form can be reduced to a loss
tree, �w�j�w	�[��� , in canonical form such that the distribution
of �`^ \  \�b�� is the same under the corresponding prob-
abilities

z7{]| }
and

z.{���| }��
. To achieve this, links " with[C\���� are excised and their endpoints identified. If any

link " has [ \ ��� , then ^ i ��� for all 9�:P" , and hence
no probes are received at any receiver in ���&"� . By re-
moval of subtrees �M��"% rooted at such " , we obtain a tree
in which all probabilities []\���� . Henceforth we shall
consider only canonical loss trees.

C. Inference of Loss Rates.

When a probe is sent down the tree from the root � ,
we can not observe the whole process ^ , but only the
outcome �`^M\�a\�b��h()�/�����%	���� � that indicates whether
or not the probe reached each receiver. In [3] it was shown
how the link probabilities can be determined from the the
distribution of outcomes when the topology is known. Set� ��"%
� z {
| } n � i'b��C�=\+� ^ i ����q�� (1)

The internal link probabilities [ can be found from � �� � �&"%!B "g(<��� as follows. For "�(�� let ���&"� be
the probability that the probe reaches " . Thus �j�&"%��� i'�7\ [7i , the product of the probabilities of successful
transmission on each link between " and the root � . ForJv�l� we write � ��JEU� z n �
\�b>��� i'b��C��\+� ^ji��F��q . A
short probabilistic argument shows that for any J*��HG�&"% ,

�a�ru � ��JET�+�j�&"%TW�s�i'b>� ���ru � �D95T�'���&"�a+� (2)

In particular, this holds for J �¡HQ��"% in which case� �¢J3�� � �&"% . It can be shown for canonical loss trees
that ����"% is the unique solution of (2); see Lemma 1 in
[3] or Prop 1 below. Thus given � � �&"�2Br"�(l��� one
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can find �w����"%aT\�b>c , and hence [ , by taking appropriate
quotients.

Let £��s�w£ � 6 � 	�������	a£ � - �  with £ �D¤t� �¥�`^ �D¤t�\  \�b�� be
the set of outcomes arising from the dispatch of ? probes
from the source. We denote the log-likelihood function of
this event by ¦

�w�S	T[$W�/§=¨�© z {
| } n £%q (3)

Construct the empirical distributions ª � ��"% �? 476¬« -¤t 6 � i'b��C�=\'� ^ �D¤t�i , i.e. the fraction of the ?
probes that reaches some receiver descended from " . Letª� denote the corresponding solution of (2) obtained by
using ª� in place of � , and ª[ the corresponding probabili-
ties obtained by taking quotients of the ª� . The following
results, the proof of which can be found in [3], holds.

Theorem 1: Let � be a canonical loss tree.
(i) The loss model is identifiable, i.e. m {
| } ��m {W| }�� im-
plies [®�A[C� .
(ii) with probability 1, for sufficiently large ? , ª�E	�ª[ are
the Maximum Likelihood Estimators of ��	T[ , i.e.,

ª[;�P¯�°�©]±�¯�²}
¦
�w��	�[C'� (4)

As a consequence of the MLE property, ª� is consistent
( ª� -�³E´uQµ � with probability 1), and asymptotically nor-
mal ( ¶ ?
� ª�·u)�¸ converges in distribution to a multivari-
ate Gaussian random variable as ?Yµº¹ ), and similarly
for [ ; see [17].

III. DETERMINISTIC RECONSTRUCTION OF LOSS

TREES BY GROUPING

The use of estimates of shared loss rates at multicast re-
ceivers has been proposed recently in order to group mul-
ticast receivers that share the same set of bottlenecks on
the path from the source [16]. The approach was formu-
lated for binary trees, with shared loss rates having the
direct interpretation of the loss rate on the path from the
root to the (nearest) ancestor of two receivers. Since the
loss rate cannot decrease as the path is extended, the pair
of receivers for which shared loss rate is greatest will be
siblings; if not then one of the receivers would have a sib-
ling and the shared loss rate on the path to their ancestor
would be greater. This maximizing pair is identified as a
pair of siblings and replaced by a composite node that rep-
resents their parent. Iterating this procedure should then
reconstruct the binary tree.

In this section and the following section we establish
theoretically the correctness of this approach, and extend
it to cover general trees, i.e., those with nodes whose
branching ratio may be greater than two. In this sec-
tion we describe how canonical loss trees are in one-to-
one correspondence with the probability distributions of
the random variables �`^S\�T\�b�� visible at the receivers.

….

0

a(U’)

k a(U)

U

Fig. 1. »½¼�¾�¿�À�Á@»½¼�¾$À where ¾�¿¬Âh¾�Ã ��Ä � . Adjoining the non-
sibling node

Ä
to ¾ increases the value of » ; see Prop. 1(iv).

Thus the loss tree can be recovered from the receiver
probabilities. This is achieved by employing an analog
of the shared loss for binary trees. This is a functionÅ ��JE of the loss distribution at a set of nodes J that
is minimized when J is a set of siblings, in which caseÅ ��JE��o���&I.��J3Ta , i.e. the complement of the shared
loss rate to the nodes J . In the case of binary trees, we can
identify the minimizing set J as siblings and substitute a
composite node that represents their parent. Iterating this
procedure should then reconstruct the tree. The definition
and relevant properties of the function

Å
are given in the

following proposition.
Proposition 1: Let �Æ�Ç�&�W	T�� be a canonical loss

tree, and let Jl�h� with È�Jl��� .
(i) The equation �a�ru � ��JET� Å É� � \�b>� �a�ru � �&"%�� Å 
has a unique solution

Å ��J3½� � ��J3 .
(ii) Let

Å � � ��J3 . Then �a�ru � ��J3�� Å  �� \�b>� ���ru � ��"%T� Å  iff
Å � Å ��JE .

(iii)
Å �¢J3W�P���wI.�¢J3a if J is a set of siblings, and henceÅ ��JE takes the same value for any sibling set with a given

parent.
(iv) Let J be a set of siblings, and suppose "R()� is such
that I.�¢J��Y��"G�ÊZË¥I.��J3 and I.��J*�h��"G�Ê�ËN" . ThenÅ ��J����Ê"G���� Å ��JE .

Proposition 1(iv) shows that adjoining a non-sibling
non-ancestor node to a set of siblings can only increase
the value of

Å
; see Figure 1. This provides the means to

reconstruct the tree � directly from the � � �¢J3�B5J*�h�j� .
We call the procedure to do this the Deterministic Loss
Tree Classification Algorithm (DLT), specified in Fig-
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1. Input: The set of receivers � and associated
probabilities � � �¢J3�B>Jl�h�j� ;

2. � �7BÌ�A� ; ���7BÍ�A� ; �W�7BÍ�PÎ ;
3. foreach 9�(2� � do

Å �=95tBÌ� � �=95 ; enddo
4. while p � �¢p5�P� do
5. select J�����Ï 6 	aÏ.Ð��E��� � that minimizes

Å �¢J3 ;
6. while there exists Ï)(Z� ���rJ such thatÅ ��Jh����Ï���]� Å �¢J3 do
7. JlBÌ��Jh�)��Ï¬� ;
8. enddo
9. ���7BÍ�P�������ÊJj� ; � �7BÍ���&� �>�rJ38�)�ÊJV� ;
10. foreach 9�(�J do
11. �W�8BÌ�P�W�����5��Jt	¢95,� ; [C�&�=9>rBÌ� Å �=9>�� Å ��J3 ;
12. enddo
13. enddo
14. �E�Q�f�E���)���k� ;
15. �W�Q�A�W�������%	,JV� ;
16. [��� � Å ��JE ; [��d ��� ;
17. Output: loss tree �a�&�j��	T�W�=+	�[��� .

Fig. 2. Deterministic Loss Tree Classification Algorithm (DLT).

ure 2; it works as follows. At the start of each while loop
from line 4, the set � � comprises those nodes available
for grouping. We first find the pair JÑ�Ò��Ï 6 	aÏ.ÐÊ� that
minimizes

Å �¢J3 (line 5), then progressively adjoin to it
further elements that do not increase the value of

Å
(lines

6 and 7). The members of the largest set obtained this way
are identified as siblings; they are removed from the pool
of nodes and replaced by their parent, designated by their
union J (line 9). Links connecting J to its children (i.e.
members) are added to the tree, and the link loss proba-
bilities are determined by taking appropriate quotients ofÅ ��Ó (line 11). This process is repeated until all sibling
sets have been identified. Finally, we adjoin the root node� and the link joining it to its single child (line 14).

Theorem 2: (i) DLT reconstructs any canonical loss
tree �&��	T[$ from its receiver set � and the associated
probabilities � � ��J3�B>Jl����� .
(ii) Canonical loss trees are identifiable, i.e. m {W| } �m {¬�w| }�� implies that �&�M	�[CW�*�w�j�&	T[C�� .

Although we have not shown it here, it is possible to
establish that any set �3� present at line 4 of DLT has the
property that ±VÔ=Õ.��ÖG� ��Å ��JE is achieved when J is a sib-
ling set. Consequently one could replace steps 5–8 of
DLT by simply finding the maximal sibling set, i.e. se-
lect a maximal J����3� that minimizes

Å �¢J3 . However,
this approach would have worse computational properties
since it requires inspecting every subset of �E� .
Å ��JE is a root of the polynomial of degree È�Jgu��

from Prop. 1(i). For a binary subset,
Å �y�,9�	,"G�� is written

1. Input: a loss tree �&��	T[$ ;
2. Parameter: a threshold ×VØh� ;
3. �E�7BÍ�����k�W�RH { �w�> ; �W�.BÍ���>�w��	�"%½B>"S(ZH { �w�>,� ;
4. J*BÍ�/H { �w�> ;
5. while JÚÙ�fÎ do
6. select 9�()J ;
7. JlBÌ��J��Û�,9��W��H { �D95 ;
8. if �T���ru![ i tÜ@×�8Ý®�D92Ù�/�3 then
9. � � BÍ�*�&� � �2�5�&# {�� �D95'	�"%tB>"S(ZH { �=9>+�����>��# { � �D95+	¢9>+� ;
10. �3�8BÍ�f�3�>�Û�+9%���RH { �=9> ;
11. else
12. �W�.BÍ�A�������>�=9�	,"%½B>"S(2H { �D95,� ;
13. � � BÍ�f� � ��H { �D95 ;
14. endif;
15. enddo
16. Output: �a�����w	��W��+	�[���

Fig. 3. Tree Pruning Algorithm TP( Þ )
down explicitly

Å ���,9�	�"G�Ê
� � �=95 � �&"%� �&"�8ß � �D95$u � ���,9�	�".��5à (5)

Calculation of
Å ��J3 requires numerical root finding

when È�Já�ãâ . However, it is possible to recover �
in a two stage procedure that requires the calculation ofÅ ��JE only on binary sets J . The first stage uses the De-
terministic Binary Loss Tree (DBLT) Classification Algo-
rithm. DBLT is identical to DLT except that grouping is
performed only over binary trees, thus omitting lines 6–8
in Figure 2. The second stage is to use a Tree Pruning
(TP) Algorithm on the output of the DBLT. TP acts on
a loss tree �T�&�W	T��'	T[$ by removing from � each internal
link ��#$�&"%'	�"% with loss rate �¸u·[ \ ��� and identifying
its endpoints ".	�#$��"% . We will find it useful to specify a
slightly more general version: for ×YØF� , TP( × ) prunes
link " when �VuP[$\�Üo× . We formally specify TP( × )
in Figure 3. In Section X we prove that composing the
binary algorithm DBLT with pruning recovers the same
topology as DLT for general canonical loss trees:

Theorem 3: DLT=TP(0) 1 DBLT for canonical loss
trees.

IV. INFERENCE OF LOSS TREE FROM MEASURED

LEAF PROBABILITIES

In this section, we present algorithms which adapt DLT
to use the measured probabilities corresponding to the � .
Let �w^ �Dx=�\  x= 6 |ÌäÌäÌä | -\�b�� denote the measured outcomes arising

from each of ? probes. Define the processes å �Dx=�\ recur-
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1. Input: The set of receivers � , number of probes ? ,

receiver traces �w^ �=xD�\  xD 6 | Ð |ÌäÌäÌä -\�b�� ;
2. � �7BÍ�A� , ���7BÌ�P� à �W�Q�PÎ ;3. foreach "R(Z� , do
4. ªÅ �&"�½BÌ�A? 476 « -xD 6 ^ �Dx=�\ ;

5. foreach æ$�*��	�������	a? , do å �Dx=�\ �/^ �Dx=�\ ; enddo ;
6. enddo
7. while p � �¢p5��� do
8. select J�����Ï 6 	aÏ Ð �E��� � that minimizesªÅ ��JE
�FçVèé=ê>ë�ìCí éDîï ë çVèéDê5ë�ì$í éDîï+ð- ç èé=ê>ë ì í éDîï ë ì í éDîï+ð ;

9. foreach æ$�*��	�������	a? do å �DxD�� �f�$ñ b>� å �Dx=�ñ enddo
10. �gBÍ�A�P�2��Jj� ; � �7BÍ�*�&�¸�5�tJ38���ÊJj� ;
11. foreach Ï)()J do
12. �W�8BÌ�P�W�����5��Jt	TÏ.+� ; ª[ ñ BÌ� ªÅ �wÏ.�� ªÅ �¢J3 ;
13. enddo
14. enddo
15. �E�.�A���������%� ; ���Q�/�����)����	,Jj� ;
16. ª[ � � ªÅ �¢J3 ; ª[ d ��� ;
17. Output: loss tree �a���j�&	T���='	'ª[$ .

Fig. 4. Binary Loss Tree Classification Algorithm (BLT).

sively by

å �Dx=�\ �f� i'b�ò��=\+� å �Dx=�i with å �Dx=�\ �A^ �Dx=�\ 	W"R(��V� (6)

Thus å x\ � � iff probe æ was received at some re-

ceiver descended from " ; ª � �&"%V�F? 4767« -xD 6 å �Dx=�\ is the
fraction of the probes ��	������'	a? that reach some receiver
descended from " . For Jó�¡� we define ª � ��J3��? 476¬« -x= 6 � i'b>� å �Dx=�i analogously; ª � ��JE is the fraction
of probes that reach some receiver descended from some
node in J . Let ªÅ ��JE be the unique solution in Prop. 1(ii)
obtained by using ª� in place of � . We will use the no-
tation � ª��	�ª[$ to denote an inferred loss tree; sometimes
we will use ª�>ô to distinguish the topology inferred by a
particular algorithm X. m�õô will denote the probability of
false identification of topology � of the loss tree �w�S	T[$
i.e. mEõô � z {]| } n ª� ô Ù�P� q .

Theorem 4: Let �a���
	���+	�[C be a loss tree. Then§=ÔD± -�³E´ ªÅ ��J3
� Å �¢J3 for each Jl�/� .

A. Classification of Binary Loss Trees

The adaptation of DLT is most straightforward for bi-
nary trees. By using ªÅ in place of

Å
in DLT and re-

stricting the minimization of ªÅ to binary sets we obtain
the Binary Loss Tree (BLT) Classification Algorithm; we
specify it formally in Figure 4. This is, essentially, the al-
gorithm proposed in [16]. We have taken advantage of the
recursive structure of the å �=xD�\ (in line 9) in order to calcu-
late the probabilities ª� . Note that when BLT reconstructs

an incorrect topology ª�sÙ�/� , the definitions of quantities
such as ªÅ �¢J3 and å �Dx=�� extend evidently to subsets J of
nodes in the incorrect topology �j� . The following theo-
rem establishes the consistency of the estimator ª��ö�÷wø ; the
proof appears in Section X.

Theorem 5: Let �w�M	�[C be a binary canonical loss tree.
With probability � , ª� ö�÷wø ��� for all sufficiently large ? ,
and hence §=ÔD± -�³E´ m õö�÷wø �P� .
B. Classification of General Loss Trees

The adaptation of DLT to the classification of general
loss trees from measured leaf probabilities is somewhat
more complicated than the binary case. It is shown during
the proof of Theorem 5 that the ªÅ �¢J3 have the same rela-
tive ordering as the

Å �¢J3 for ? sufficiently large. But for
a general tree �&�W	T�½ , Å �¢J3�� takes the same value for any
subset J3� of a maximal sibling set JL�Ú� . For finitely
many probes, the corresponding � ªÅ �¢J ��ÛB.J �$��Jj� will
not in general be equal. Hence choosing to group the sub-
set J � that minimizes ªÅ ��ùÌ will not necessarily group all
the siblings in J .

In this section we present three algorithms to clas-
sify general trees. Each of these overcomes the prob-
lem described in the previous paragraph by incorporat-
ing a threshold into the grouping procedure. The set J
is grouped if ªÅ ��J3 is sufficiently close to being mini-
mal. However, this can also give rise to false inclusion
by effectively ignoring internal links whose loss rates do
not exceed the threshold. The variety of algorithms de-
rives from different ways to implement the threshold. We
establish domains in which the algorithms correctly clas-
sify canonical loss trees. In succeeding sections we eval-
uate their relative efficiencies and compare their modes
and frequencies of false classification.

B.1 Binary Loss Tree Pruning Classification Algorithm
BLTP.

Nodes are grouped as if the tree were binary, the result-
ing tree is pruned with TP( × ) to remove all internal links
with loss probabilities less than or equal to the threshold×h�v� . Thus for each ×h�¥� we define BLTP( × ) to be
the composition TP( ×�T1 BLT. A refinement ú]û,ü z � ��×� of
BLTP( × ) is to recalculate the loss probabilities [$� based
on the measurements and the pruned topology �V� .
B.2 Binary Loss Tree Clique Classification Algorithm

BLTC.

For each ×R��� , BLTC( × ) groups by forming maximal
sets of nodes J in which all binary subsets JE� have ªÅ �¢J ��
sufficiently close to the true minimum over all binary sets.
This amounts to replacing line 8 in Figure 4 with the fol-
lowing steps:
(i) select J3�Q����Ï.�`	aý5�&� that minimizes ªÅ ��J3�= ;
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(ii) construct the graph þ of all links �`Ï7� ��	aý5� �= such that���ru;×� ªÅ �y��Ï.� �w	Tý>� �&��½~ ªÅ �¢J �� ;
(iii) select J comprising the elements of the largest con-
nected component of þ that contains J � .
Note that if the grouping is done correctly, thenÅ ����Ï � 	Tý � �� takes the same value for all binary subsets��Ï.�`	Tý>�&� of J . For finite but large ? , the corresponding
sampled ªÅ �y��ÏG�w	aý5�&�� will differ slightly.

B.3 General Loss Tree Classification Algorithm GLT.

For each ×)�*� , GLT( × ) is a modification of DLT that
employs a threshold × to perform the grouping based onªÅ . Each grouping step starts by finding a binary set��Ï 6 	TÏGÐ�� of minimal ªÅ , then adjoining further elements
to it provided the resulting set J satisfies ªÅ ��J3�����uZ×�½~ªÅ ����Ï 6 	TÏGÐ��Ê . The violation of this condition has the
interpretation that the ancestor I.��J3 is separated fromI.�y��Ï 6 	TÏ Ð �� by a link with loss rate at least × . Thus we
replace line 8 of Figure 4 by the following.

8a. select J*BÍ����Ï 6 	aÏ.ÐÊ�E��ÿ that minimizes ªÅ ��ùÌ ;
8b. while there exists Ï2(2�3���rJ such that���Ûu�×� ªÅ ��Jh����Ï����~ ªÅ �`Ï 6 	TÏGÐ�,� do
8c. J��fJY����Ï¬� ;
8d. enddo

For clarity we have omitted the details of the dependence
of ªÅ on the ª� ; these are as described before Theorem 4.

B.4 Convergence of General Loss Tree Classifiers.

As the number of probes grows, the topology estimates
furnished by BLTP( × ),BLTC( × ) and GLT( × ) converge to
the true topology provided all internal link loss probabil-
ities are greater than × . This happens for the same reason
as it does in BLT. It is not difficult to see that the determin-
istic versions of each algorithm, obtained by using

Å
in

place of ªÅ , reconstruct the topology. Since ªÅ converges
to
Å

as the number of probes grows, the same is true for
the classifiers using ªÅ . We collect these results without
further proof:

Theorem 6: Let �&�M	�[C be a loss tree in which all
loss probabilities �2ug[]\e�Ç× � , " (º� , for some×��V�N� . For each ×A(��w��	�×��= and each algorithm

� (��ú]û,ü z ��×�+	�ú]û�ü�����×�+	���û�üU��×�,� , with probability � , ª� ô �� for all sufficiently large ? , and hence §=ÔD± -�³E´ mEõô �A� .
Convergence to the true topology requires × to be

smaller than the internal link loss rates, which are typ-
ically not known in advance. A very small value of ×
is more likely to satisfy the above condition but at the
cost, as shown in Section VIII, of slower classifier conver-
gence. A large value of × , on the other hand, is more likely
to result in systematically removing links with small loss
rates. In practice, however, we believe that the choice of× does not pose a problem. We expect, indeed, that for

many applications while it is important to correctly iden-
tify links with high loss rate, it could be considered ac-
ceptable failure to detect those with small loss rates. In
other words, in practice, it could be sufficient the con-
vergence of the inferred topology to ���P� ü z �`×���w�V
obtained from � by ignoring links whose loss rates fell
below some specific value × which, in this case, would be
regarded as some application-specific minimum loss rate
of interest.

The results below establish the desired convergence to��� for any ×�(@�w��	��� provided ×ZÙ�P[]\ , "Z(;� . The key
observation is that since the deterministic versions of each
algorithm reconstruct ��� , so does each algorithm, as the
number of probes grows. Denote mjõ	 ��×�E� z.{
| } n ª� 	 Ù����,q . Without further proof we have:

Theorem 7: Let �w�M	�[C be a loss tree. For each ×P(�w�%	��� , such that ×)Ù��[ \ , ")(�� , and for each algorithm� (P��ú]û,ü z �`×�+	.ú]û�ü��
�`×�+	
��û,üÛ�`×�,� , then with probabil-
ity � , ª� ô �g���V��ü z ��×�'�&�j for all sufficiently large ? ,
and hence §=ÔD± -�³E´ mEõô ��×�
�A� .
C. Effects of Model Violation

The two underlying statistical assumptions are (i)
probes are independent; and (ii) conditioned on a probe
having reached a given node " , the events of probe loss
on distinct subtrees descended from " are independent.
We now discuss the impact of violations of these assump-
tions.

The first observation is that the estimators remain con-
sistent under the introduction of some temporal depen-
dence between probes, i.e. under violation of assumption
(i) above. Assuming the loss process to be ergodic, ª � still
converges to � almost surely, as the number of probes ?
grows. However, rates of convergence can be slower, and
hence the variance of ªÅ can be higher, than for the inde-
pendent case. This would increase the misclassification
probabilities for inference from a given number of probes? .

On the other hand, spatial dependence of loss (i.e. vi-
olations of assumption (ii) above) can lead to bias. We
take spatial loss dependence to be characterized by de-
parture from zero of an appropriate set of loss correlation
coefficients. By extending an argument given for binary
trees in [3, Theorem 7], it can be shown that the limit
quantities

Å � �0§=ÔD± -�³E´ ªÅ deform continuously away
from the quantities

Å
of the spatially independent case

as the loss correlation coefficients move away from zero.
Hence a given canonical loss tree can be recovered cor-
rectly by applying DBLT to the quantities

Å � provided
the spatial dependence is sufficiently small, i.e., to make
the

Å � sufficiently close to
Å � so that

Å �¢J 6 R� Å �¢J Ð 
iff
Å ���¢J 6 r� Å ����J Ð  for all relevant subsets of nodes J 6

and J
Ð . Then by a similar argument to that of Theorem 5,
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a tree with link loss rates greater than some ×R��� , is re-
covered by BLTP( × ) with probability � for a sufficiently
large number ? of probes, and sufficiently small spatial
correlations.

We remark that the the experiments reported in Sec-
tions VII and VIII use network level simulation rather
than model based simulation. Hence it is expected that
the model assumptions will be violated to some extent.
Nevertheless, the classifiers are found to be quite accu-
rate.

V. MAXIMUM-LIKELIHOOD CLASSIFIER

Let �S�&�3 denote the set of logical multicast trees with
receiver set � . Denote by ª[ { the MLE of [ in (4) for
the topology � . The maximum-likelihood (ML) classifier
assigns the topology ª���� that maximizes

¦
�w�S	'ª[ {  :

ª� �� �P¯�°�©]±�¯�²{ b { �D�7�
¦
�w�M	�ª[ { +� (7)

We prove that, if the link probabilities are bounded away
from 0 and 1, the ML-classifier is consistent in the sense
that, w.p. 1, it identifies the correct topology as the num-
ber of probes grows to infinity. For ×���� , let ��� { �*��[·B×jÜh[C\jÜ��ru�×k	W"R(2�A�Û���k��� .

Theorem 8: Let ×V�h� and let �w�S	T[$ be a loss tree with[�(���� { . Then §DÔ=± -�³�´ z {
| } n ª�����Ù�P� q.�P� .
VI. LOSS-BASED BAYESIAN TREE CLASSIFIER

Let �M�w�3 denote the set of logical multicast topologies
having a given receiver set � . � d { from Section V, is the
set of possible loss rates in the topology � . A possible
loss tree with topology in �M�w�3 is an element of the pa-
rameter space � �A��� b { �D�7� �y���.����� d � +� (8)

Let �
���%	T[$ be a prior distribution on
�

. Given receiver
measurements £·�N�`£ � 6 � 	�������	a£ � - �  , the posterior distri-
bution on

�
is�
���%	�[½p £G½���
����	T[$a#$�`£$p ��	T[$T��#$�w£G'	 (9)

where #$�`£$p ��	T[$U����� � � | } � is the joint density of the ob-
servations and #$�w£G their marginal density.

A decision rule  provides an estimate  k�`£G®( � of
the loss tree given receiver measurements £ . The quality
of a decision rule is evaluated in terms of a loss function! ��"%	#"��� , a nonnegative function on

� � � interpreted as
the loss incurred by deciding that ">� is the true parameter
when, in fact, it is " . A measure of quality of a decision
rule  is its Bayes risk ���$ �É�&%M� ! ��"�	' k�`£.a , where the
expectation is taken with respect to the joint distribution�
����	T[$a#$�`£gp��%	T[$ . of the loss tree "·�Ñ���%	�[C and the
observations £ . The Bayes decision rule  �( is the one

that minimizes ���� � : it has least average loss. A standard
theorem in decision theory gives  ( in the form: ( �`£.W�P¯�°�©
±�ÔDÕ) � b+* , * ! ��"%	#" � -�
��"Qp £G%H+"%	 (10)

i.e., it is the minimizer of the posterior risk, which is
the expected loss with respect to the posterior distribu-
tion �
��"Qp £G ; see Prop. 3.16 of [17] and Section 4.4, result
1 of [2].

Since our interest is in identifying the correct topology,
we choose the loss function! �a���%	T[$+	���� � 	�[ � a®�/.�n ��Ù�0� � q where . is the indica-
tor function, i.e., no loss for a correct identification of the
topology, and unit loss for any misidentification. Here,
the loss rates [ play the role of a nuisance parameter. The
Bayes classifier for the topology becomes ª��(*� ª��(Û�w£G ,
where ª� ( �`£.W�/¯�°T©
±�Ô=Õ� � b { �D�7� z n � � Ù�0�Zp�£%q¢	 (11)

or, equivalently,

ª��(U�w£GW�A¯�°�©
±�¯Ê²� � b { �D�7� z n � � �1�)p�£�q�� (12)

Thus the Bayes classifier ª��( yields the topology with
maximum posterior probability given the data £ . By
definition, this classifier minimizes the misclassification
probability.

A special case is the uniform prior in which all topolo-
gies in �S�&�  are taken to be equally likely, and for each
topology � , [ is distributed uniformly on � d � . The corre-
sponding prior distribution, �
���%	�[C¸�&.�2435��&[C���Èj�S�&�  ,
is a non-informative prior, expressing “maximum igno-
rance” about the tree topology and link probabilities.
Clearly if other prior information is available about the
tree, it may be incorporated into a non-uniform prior dis-
tribution. The Bayes classifier becomes

ª� ( �`£.W�A¯�°T©]±�¯�²� � b { �=�7� ,76 35 � #$�`£$p � � 	�[CkH>[�� (13)

This should be compared with the ML classifier in (7).

A. Consistency of Pseudo-Bayes Classifiers.

In practice our task is to identify the specific topology
giving rise to a set of measured data. When no prior distri-
bution is specified, the concept of the Bayes classifier, as
the maximizer of the probability of correct classification,
does not make sense, because “the” probability of correct
classification is not defined. Nonetheless it may be conve-
nient to construct a pseudo-Bayes classifier by choosing a
distribution � on

�
, which plays the role of a prior, and

forming the classifier in (10), which we now denote by
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Fig. 5. Network-level simulation topology for ns. Links are of two

types: edge links of 1Mb/s capacity and 10ms latency, and interior
links of 5Mb/s capacity and 50ms latency.

ª��8 . Classifiers constructed in this way are also consistent
under a mild condition.

Theorem 9: Let � be a prior distribution on
�

, and as-
sume that �w�M	�[C lies in the support of � . Then ª� 8 is con-
sistent in the frequentist sense, i.e.,

z {]| } n ª� 8 Ù�Ú� q�µ �
as ?2µÒ¹ .

VII. SIMULATION EVALUATION AND ALGORITHM

COMPARISON

A. Methodology.

We used two types of simulation to verify the accuracy
of the classification algorithms and to compare their per-
formance. In model-based simulation, packet loss occurs
pseudorandomly in accordance with the independence as-
sumptions of the model. This allows us to verify the pre-
diction of the model in a controlled environment, and to
rapidly investigate the performance of the classifiers in a
varied set of topologies.

This approach was complemented by network-level
simulations using the ns [13] program; these allow
protocol-level simulation of probe traffic mixed in with
background traffic of TCP and UDP sessions. Losses are
due to buffer overflow, rather than being generated by a
model, and hence can violate the Bernoulli assumptions
underlying the analysis. This enables us to test the robust-
ness to realistic violations of the model. For the ns simu-
lations we used the topology shown in Figure 5. Links in
the interior of the tree have higher capacity (5Mb/sec) and
latency (50ms) than those at the edge (1Mb/sec and 10ms)
in order to capture the heterogeneity between edges and
core of a wide area network. Probes were generated from

node 0 as a Poisson process with mean interarrival time
16ms. Background traffic comprised a mix of infinite FTP
data sources connecting with TCP, and exponential on-off
sources using UDP. The amount of background traffic was
tuned in order to give link loss rates that could have sig-
nificant performance impact on applications, down to as
low as about 1%. One strength of our methodology is
its ability to discern links with such small but potentially
significant loss rates. In view of this, we will find it con-
venient to quote all loss rates as percentages.

B. Performance of Algorithms Based on Grouping

B.1 Dependence of Accuracy on Threshold 9 .
We conducted 100 ns simulations of the three algo-

rithms BLTP,BLTC and GLT. Link loss rates ranged from��� :<; to ���%� =<; on interior links; these are the links that
must be resolved if the tree is to be correctly classified. In
Figures 6–11 we plot the fraction of experiments in which
the topology was correctly identified as a function of the
number of probes, for the three algorithms, and for se-
lected values of × between �%�?>�â<; and â@; . Accuracy is
best for intermediate × , decreasing for larger and smaller× . The explanation for this behavior is that smaller val-
ues of × lead to stricter criteria for grouping nodes. With
finitely many samples, for small × , sufficiently large fluc-
tuations of the ªÅ cause erroneous exclusion of nodes.
By increasing × , the threshold for group formation is in-
creased and so accuracy is initially increased. However,
as × approaches the smallest interior link loss rate, large
fluctuations of the ªÅ now cause erroneous inclusion of
nodes into groups. When × is moved much beyond the
smallest interior loss rate, the probability of correct clas-
sification falls to zero. The behavior is different if we
ignore failures to detect links with loss rates smaller than× . For ×@�oâ@; and ×@�BA+; , in Figure 12 and 13, re-
spectively, we plot the fraction of experiments in which
the pruned topology � � was correctly identified for the
three algorithms. Here the accuracy depends on the rela-
tive values of × and the internal link loss rates. In these
experiments, the actual loss rates was often very close toâ@; , so that small fluctuations results in erroneous inclu-
sions/exclusions of nodes which accounts for the signif-
icant fraction of failures for ×)�<â@; . In Section VIII-B
we shall analyze this behavior and obtain estimates for the
probabilities of misclassification in the regimes described.
We comment on the relative accuracy of the algorithms
below.

B.2 Dependence of Accuracy on Topology.

We performed 1000 model-based simulations using
randomly generated 24-node trees with given maximum
branching ratios 2 and 4. Link loss rates were chosen
at random in the interval nD��;S	����<;Eq . Figure 14 shows
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the probability of successful classification for BLTP( × ),
BLTC( × ) and GLT( × ) for ×�� ��� >�â@; . In both cases
this grows to � , but convergence is slower for trees with
higher branching ratios. We believe this behavior occurs
due to the larger number of comparisons of values of ªÅ
that are made for trees with higher branching ratio, each
such comparison affording an opportunity for misclassifi-
cation.

B.3 Comparison of Grouping Algorithm Accuracy.

In all experiments reported so far, with one exception,
the accuracies of BLTP and GLT were similar, and at
least as good as that of BLTC. The similar behavior of
BLTP and GLT is explained by observing that the two
algorithms group nodes in a similar manner. In BLTP,
a link is pruned from the reconstructed binary tree if its
inferred loss rate is smaller than × . In GLT, a node is
added to a group if the estimated common loss of the aug-
mented group is within × of the estimated common loss of
the original group. The operation of BLTC is somewhat
different, checking all possible pairs amongst candidate
nodes for grouping. Incorrect ordering in any test can re-
sult in false exclusion from a sibling set. We observe also
that the performance gap between BLTC and the other
algorithms is sensitive to the value of × and to the branch-
ing ratio. The exceptional case in which BLTC performs
better than the other algorithms is in the inference of bi-
nary trees: here BLTC performs slightly better because of
the stricter grouping condition is employs, making it less
likely to group more than two nodes.

B.4 Computational Complexity of Grouping Algorithms.

Of the two best performing grouping algorithms,
namely BLTP and GLT, we observe that BLTP has
smaller computational complexity for several reasons.
First, ªÅ is given explicitly for binary groups, whereas

generally it requires numerical root finding. Second,
although the algorithms have to calculate ªÅ for up toO ��Èj�QP� groups, in typical cases GLT requires additional
calculations due to the larger sibling groups considered.
Thirdly, observe that each increase of the size of sets con-
sidered in GLT is functionally equivalent to one pruning
phase in BLTP. Thus in GLT, the threshold × is applied
throughout the algorithm; in BLTP it is applied only at
the end. We expect this to facilitate adaptive selection of× in BLTP. Comparing now with BLTC, we observe that
this algorithm requires, in addition to the calculation of
shared losses, the computation of a maximal connected
subgraph, an operation that does not scale well for large
numbers of nodes. For these reasons we adopt BLTP
as our reference grouping algorithm since it is the sim-
plest and has close to the best accuracy. In the next sec-
tion, we compare its performance with that of the ML and
Bayesian classifiers.

C. Comparison of BLTP with the ML and Bayesian Clas-
sifiers

C.1 Complexity.

In this section we compare our reference grouping al-
gorithm, BLTP, with the ML and Bayesian classifiers.
Here we consider the simplest implementation of these
classifiers whereby we proceed by exhaustive search of
the set �R�w�3 of all possible topologies during evaluation
of the maxima (7) and (13). By contrast, all the grouping
algorithms proceed by eliminating subsets of �M�&�3 from
consideration; once a set of nodes is grouped, then only
topologies which have those nodes as siblings are consid-
ered.

The Bayesian classifier further requires numerical inte-
gration for each candidate topology. In order to reduce its
complexity we took the prior for the link rates to be uni-
form on the discrete set ���R;M	������'	����<;M� , with all topolo-
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Fig. 14. DEPENDENCE OF ACCURACY ON BRANCHING RATIO: convergence is faster for binary trees (left); GLT and BLTP outperform BLTC
for non-binary trees (right).
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Fig. 15. ML AND BAYESIAN CLASSIFIER: The four possible topologies with three receivers.

gies equally likely; we also precomputed the joint dis-
tributions #$�w£Cp �%	T[$ . Due to these computational costs,
we were able to compare BLTP with the ML classifier
for only up to five receivers, and restricted the Bayesian
classifier to the smallest non-trivial case, that of three re-
ceivers. The four possible three-receiver trees are shown
in Figure 15. In this case, the execution time of the
Bayesian classifier was one order of magnitude longer
than that of the ML classifier, and about two orders of
magnitude longer than that of BLTP.

C.2 Relative Accuracy.

We conducted 10,000 simulations with the loss tree����	T[$ selected randomly according to the uniform prior.
As remarked in Section VI, the Bayesian Classifier is, by
definition, optimal in this setting. This is seen to be the
case in Figure 16, where we plot the fraction of experi-
ments in which the topology was incorrectly identified as
function of the number of probes, for the different clas-
sifiers (for clarity we plot separately the curves for the
ML and ú]û,ü z ��×� classifiers). Accuracy of ú]û,ü z greatly
varies with × : it gets close to optimal for the intermedi-
ate value of ×��¥�%�Ìâ@; , but rapidly decreases otherwise
as × approaches either 0 or the smallest internal link loss

rate. It is interesting to observe that the ML classifier fails
25% of the time. This occurs when � is the non-binary
tree at the left in Figure 15. The reason is that the like-
lihood function is invariant under the insertion of links
with zero loss. Statistical fluctuations present with finitely
many probes lead to tree with highest likelihood to be a
binary tree obtained by insertion of links with near-zero
loss. This behavior does not contradict the consistency
property of the ML classifier in Theorem 8; if links with
loss less than some ×®�g� are excluded from considera-
tion, then for sufficiently large number of probes, the spu-
rious insertion of links will not occur.

The effect of these insertions can be suppressed by
pruning after ML classification. Setting ML ��×�K�ü z ��×�W1 ML we find the accuracy almost identical with
that of BLTP( ×� ; this is plotted in Figure 16(b). A more
detailed inspection of the experiments shows that BLTP
selects the maximum likelihood topology most of the
time.

In practice we want to classify a fixed but unknown
topology. In this context the uniform prior specifies a
pseudo-Bayesian classifier, as in Section VI. Note that
this classifier is not necessarily optimal for a fixed topol-
ogy. We conducted a number of experiments of 10,000
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Fig. 16. MISCLASSIFICATION IN ML, BAYESIAN AND BLT CLASSIFIER: ¼TS�UWV%À RANDOMLY DRAWN ACCORDING TO THE PRIOR DISTRIBU-
TION. (a) Bayes and XZY$[]\%¼DÞ+À classifier. (b) Bayes and ML classifiers.
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Comparison of experimental and approximated tail slopes.

simulations of the three algorithms with fixed loss trees.
The relative accuracy of the algorithms was found to vary
with both topology and link loss rates. However, in all ex-
ample we found a value of × for which ú]û�ü z �`×� accuracy
either closely approached or exceeded that of the ML and
Bayesian classifiers. As an example, in Figure 17 we plot
the results for the first binary tree topology in Figure 15
with all loss rates equal to ���7; but that of the sole inter-
nal link, which has loss rate ��; . In this example, the ML
classifier is more accurate than the pseudo-Bayesian clas-
sifier. ú]û,ü z ��×� accuracy improves as × is decreased, and
eventually, for ×����%�?>�â<; , it exceeds that of the pseudo-
Bayesian and ML classifier.

These experimental results are supported by approxi-
mations to the tail slopes of the log misclassification prob-
abilities, as detailed in Section VIII. For the same exam-
ple, we display in Figure 17 (right), the estimated experi-
mental and numerical approximated tail slopes of the ML

and BLTP classifiers. For a given classifier these agree
within about 25%. Finally, not reported in the Figure, we
also verified that the ML( × ) classifiers provide the same
accuracy as ú]û,ü z ��×� .
D. Summary.

Whereas the Bayesian classifier is optimal in the con-
text of a random topology with known prior distribu-
tion, similar accuracy can be achieved using BLTP( × ) or
ML( × ) with an appropriately chosen threshold × . In fixed
topologies, the corresponding pseudo-Bayes classifier is
not necessarily optimal. In the fixed topologies for which
we were able to make comparisons, better accuracy could
be obtained using BLTP( × ) or ML( × ) with an appropriate
threshold × . The accuracy of BLTP( × ) and ML( × ) are sim-
ilar: most of the time BLTP selects the ML topology with
maximum likelihood.ú]û,ü z has the lowest complexity, primarily because
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each grouping operation excludes subsets of candidate
topologies from further consideration. By contrast, the
ML and Bayesian classifiers used exhaustive searches
through the space of possible topologies. Since the num-
ber of possible topologies grows rapidly with the num-
ber of receivers, these methods have high complexity. A
more sophisticated search strategy could reduce complex-
ity for these classifiers, but we expect this to be effective
only if the number of topologies to be searched is reduced
(e.g. in the manner of BLTP). With larger numbers of re-
ceivers, any fixed reduction in the per-topology compu-
tational complexity would eventually be swamped due to
the growth in the number of possible topologies.

VIII. MISGROUPING AND MISCLASSIFICATION

In this section, we analyze more closely the modes of
failure of ú]û,ü z , and estimate convergence rates of the
probability of correct classification. Since this classifier
proceeds by recursively grouping receivers, we can ana-
lyze topology misclassification by looking at how sets of
receivers can be misgrouped in the estimated topology ª� .
We formalize the notion of correct receiver grouping as
follows. � { will denote the set of receivers in the logical
multicast topology � .

Definition 1: Let �&�M	�[C be a loss tree with � ��&�W	T�½ , and let � ª�S	+ª[$ be an inferred loss tree with ª�¥�� ª�M	 ª�½ . The receivers � { �`æ� descended from a nodeæW(2� are said to be correctly grouped in ª� if there exists
a node ª ^r( ª� such that � { �`æ�Û�l�`_{ � ª ^¢ . In this case we

shall say also that node æ is correctly classified in ª� .

Observe that we allow the trees rooted at æ and ª ^ to be
different in the above definition; we only require the two
sets of receivers to be equal.

Correct receiver grouping and correct topology classifi-
cation are related: in the case of binary trees, the topology
is correctly classified if and only if every node "�(®� is
correctly classified. This allows us to study topology mis-
classification by looking at receiver misgrouping. To this
end, we need to first introduce a more general form of the
function

Å ��ùÌ to take into account expressions which may
arise as result of classification errors. Observe that in (6)
for "l(Ú� we defined å �DxD�\ as å �Dx=�\ �Ñ� i'b�ò��=\+� å �Dx=�i �� i'b��ba$�=\'� å �Dx=�i . In line 9 of BLT we have for the newly

formed node J , å �Dx=�� �P� ñ b>�$å �DxD�ñ �f�¬i'b@cGå �Dx=�i , for some
subset ÿ of � { . By construction ÿ is the set of receivers
of the subtree of ª� rooted in J (which has been obtained
by recursively grouping the nodes in ÿ ). It is clear thatÿ@�f� { �&"% for some node "Z()� if the subtree has been
correctly reconstructed, but, upon an error, can be other-
wise a generic subset of � { . Therefore, in BLT we need

to consider the following more general expression

ªÅ ��ÿ 6 	,ÿ7Ð� BÍ� « -x= 6 � i'b@c ë å �=xD�i « -xD 6 � i'b@c ð å �DxD�i? « -xD 6 ��� i'b@c ë å �DxD�i Cù��&� i'b@c ð å �=xD�i 
� ª� ��ÿ 6 ¢ª� �&ÿ Ð ª� ��ÿ 6 ¬ß�ª� ��ÿ7Ð�$u)ª� �&ÿ 6 ��ÿ8Ð� (14)

where ÿ 6 and ÿ Ð are two non empty disjoint subsets of� { . Analogous to Theorem 4, §DÔ=± -�³E´ ªÅ �&ÿ 6 	�ÿ7Ð�·�Å �&ÿ 6 	,ÿ Ð  , where

Å �&ÿ 6 	�ÿ7Ð�ÆBÍ� z n �¬i'b@c ë ^jiÛ�*�'q z n �¬i'b@c ð ^�iU����qz n � i'b@c ë ^ i ù�� i'b@c ð ^ i ����q� � �&ÿ 6  � �&ÿ Ð � �&ÿ 6 ¬ß � �&ÿ8Ð�$u � ��ÿ 6 �Zÿ7Ð� � (15)

(15) can be regarded as a generalization of (5) where we
consider a pair of disjoint sets of receivers instead of pair
of nodes.

A. Misgrouping and Misclassification in BLT

We start by studying misgrouping in binary trees un-
der BLT. Consider the event þEx that BLT correctly groups
nodes in � { �`æ� for some æÉ(�� . This happens if group-
ing operations do not pair any nodes formed by recursive
grouping � { �`æ� , with any nodes formed similarly from
the complement � { �É� { �`æ� , until no candidate pairs in� { �`æ� remain to be grouped.

Lemma 1: A sufficient condition for correct grouping
of æ is that

ªd ��ÿ 6 	,ÿ Ð 	,ÿ P ½BÍ� ªÅ �&ÿ 6 	�ÿ P Cu ªÅ ��ÿ 6 	,ÿ Ð ½��� (16)

for all ��ÿ 6 	�ÿ Ð 	�ÿ P M(0eU�`æ���L�>�&ÿ 6 	�ÿ Ð 	�ÿ P SB]ÿ 6 	�ÿ Ð �� { �`æ�+	,ÿ P �N� { �E� { �wæy'	�ÿ \ Ù� Îk	,"P�ã��	
>k	'f�	%ÿ \ Ù�ÿhg�	,")Ù�1iÊ� .
Therefore þ3xkjml3x3�¥X �Tc ë | c ð | cRna�¢bpo.�=xD� lM�&ÿ 6 	�ÿ7Ð�	�ÿ P where l��&ÿ 6 	,ÿ7Ð�	,ÿ P  denotes the event that (16) holds.

This provides the following upper bound for probability
of misgrouping æ , denoted by

mEõx BÍ� z n þ�qx q¬Ü r�Tc ë | c ð | c n �¢bpo.�Dx=� z n l�q��&ÿ 6 	,ÿ7Ð�	,ÿ P yq (17)

A.1 Estimation of Misclassification Probabilities.

We now consider the asymptotic behavior of mjõx , first
for large ? , then for small loss probabilities [P�F� u·[ .
Let Ó �&"%½BÍ��«1s �7\ [ s , "R(Z� , and set

d �aù W�ut7n ªd �aù yq .
Theorem 10: Let �w�S	T[$ be a canonical loss tree. For

each æf(Ò� , ¶ ?Aù]� ªd �&ÿ 6 	�ÿ7Ð�	�ÿ P Eu d �&ÿ 6 	�ÿ8Ð�	�ÿ P a ,�&ÿ 6 	�ÿ Ð 	�ÿ P �(veU�wæy , converges in distribution, as the
number of probes ?Çµ ¹ , to a Gaussian random
variable with mean 0 and variance w Ð ��ÿ 6 	,ÿ7Ð�	,ÿ P  , with



15d ��ÿ 6 	,ÿ7Ð�	,ÿ P 3� Å �&ÿ 6 	,ÿ P �u Å �&ÿ 6 	�ÿ7Ð� . Moreover, asx [ x �/±�¯Ê² \�b>c [ \ µe� , then:
(i)
d ��ÿ 6 	,ÿ7Ð�	,ÿ P V� Ó �wI.��ÿ 6 �;ÿ8Ð�aru Ó �wI.�&ÿ 6 �®ÿ P a
ßO � x [ x Ð  ;

(ii) w Ð ��ÿ 6 	,ÿ Ð 	,ÿ P t� Ó �wI.�&ÿ 6 �2ÿ Ð T]u Ó �wI.�&ÿ 6 �2ÿ P a�ßO � x [ x Ð  ;
(iii)

±�Ô=Õ�yc ë | c ð | c n �ybpo.�DxD� d Ð �&ÿ 6 	�ÿ8Ð�	�ÿ P w Ð �&ÿ 6 	�ÿ Ð 	�ÿ P  � [CxGß O � x [ x Ð '	 (18)

where, for small enough
x [ x , the minimum is attained forÿ 6 	�ÿ7Ð�	�ÿ P such that IG��ÿ 6 �;ÿ7Ð�j��æ and I.�&ÿ 6 �;ÿ P j�#$�`æ� .

Theorem 10 suggests we approximate
z n l q �&ÿ 6 	�ÿ Ð 	�ÿ P ¢q

by z|{�uU¶ ?Zù~} �Tc ë | c ð | cRna�� �Tc ë | c ð | c n �<� , where z is the cdf of the

standard normal distribution. Thus for large ? and smallx [ x , Theorem 10 and (17) together suggest that we ap-
proximate the misgrouping probability

mEõx�� � 4 } é è ð (19)

Here we have used the fact that the m õx should be dom-
inated by the summand with the smallest (negative) ex-
ponent according to (18). Thus, asymptotically for many
probes, the probability of correctly identifying a group
of receivers descended from node æ is determined by the
loss rate of link æ alone, and is larger for lossier links.
Moreover, the stated relations between the minimizing�&ÿ 6 	�ÿ8Ð�	�ÿ P  in (iii) say that the likely mode of failure is
to mistakenly group a child of æ with the sibling of æ .

In binary trees, the topology is correctly classified
when all groups are correctly formed. Hence mjõö�÷wø Ü« x`b<� mEõx � ±�¯Ê²%xwb<��mEõx , and we expect §=¨�©Wm�õö�÷wø to be
an asymptotically linear with function of ? with negative
slope [ õ �+> , where

[ õ �/±�Ô=Õxwb<� [�xT� (20)

Thus, in the regime considered, the most likely way
to misclassify a tree is by incorrectly grouping siblings
whose parent node 9 terminates the least lossy internal
link, mistakenly grouping the sibling of 9 with one of its
children.

We remark that the preceding argument can be formal-
ized using Large Deviation theory [5]. However, calcula-
tion of the decay rate appears computationally infeasible,
although one can recover the leading exponent [ õ �p> in
the small

x [ x regime.

A.2 Experimental Evaluation.

Although we have derived the slope [ õ through a series
of approximations, we find that it describes experimen-
tal misclassification and misgrouping reasonably well.

We performed 10,000 experiments with an eight-leaf per-
fectly balanced binary tree. On each experiment, the loss
rates are a random permutation of the elements of the set���%�Ìâ@;S	���;S	������+	
A@;S	
A5�Ìâ@;M� . In this way, the smallest loss
rate is fixed to �%�Ìâ@; . In Figure 18 we plot the propor-
tion of links, that had loss rates greater than or equal to a
given threshold � , and were misclassified. As the number
of probes increases, misclassification is due exclusively
to misgrouping of low loss rate links: in this set of experi-
ments, no link with loss rate higher than ><; was misclas-
sified once the number of probes exceeded 700.

According to (19), the different curves should be
asymptotically linear with negative slope approximately�.�+> (then adjusted by a factor §=¨�© 6 d � since the logarithms
are to base 10). On the table in Figure 18(right) we dis-
play the estimated experimental and approximated slopes.
Agreement is good for ����>k�Ìâ@; and â<; . We believe
the greater error for �g��A5�Ìâ@; may be due to the de-
parture from the leading order linear approximations of
(18) for larger values of [
\ ; also relatively few points are
available for estimation from the experimental curves. In
the figure, we also plot the log fraction of times BLT cor-
rectly identify the topology; as expected, this curve ex-
hibits the same asymptotic linear slope of the fraction of
misgrouped links, i.e., the one for �R�P�<; .

B. Misgrouping and Misclassification in BLTP �-9��
We turn our attention to the errors in classifying gen-

eral trees by the reference algorithm BLTP( × ). In the fol-
lowing, without loss of generality, we will study the er-
rors in the classification of the pruned tree �&���Ê	T[]��2�ü z ��×�'�&�M	T[$ , with ���r�l�&����	T���+ , under the assumption
that ×ZÙ�P[$\ , "Z(;� . This will include, as a special case,
when × is smaller than the internal link loss rates of the
underlying tree, i.e., when ���2�v� , the analysis of the
misclassification of � . �|�V�g���½���y���%	����½�)� {]�  will
denote the set of nodes in ��� terminating internal links.

Let � ª�M	�ª[C denote the tree produced by ú]û,ü , the final
estimate ª��� is obtained from ª� by pruning links whose
loss rate is smaller or equal than × , i.e., � ª���Ê	�ª[]����ü z ��×�'� ª�M	�ª[$ . In contrast to the binary case, incorrect
grouping by BLT may be sufficient but not necessary for
misclassification. For ú]û�ü z �`×� , incorrect classification
occurs if any of the following hold:
(i) at least one node in ��� is misclassified in ª��� ;
(ii) ü z �`×� prunes links from ª� that are present in ��� ; or
(iii) ü z ��×� fails to prune links from ª� that are not present
in ��� .
Observe that (i) implies that a node æ such that []x]Ü@× can
be misclassified and still ª���)�¥��� provided the all the
resulting erroneous links are pruned.

We have approximated the probability of errors of type
(i) in our analysis of BLT. Errors of type (ii) are excluded
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if for all æW(2�|� :ªd ��ÿ 6 	,ÿ Ð 	,ÿ P 	a×�½BÌ� ªÅ �&ÿ 6 �]ÿ Ð 	�ÿ P '�a��ut×�+u ªÅ �&ÿ 6 	�ÿ Ð t�Y�
(21)

for all �&ÿ 6 	,ÿ7Ð�	,ÿ P R(�eU�`æ� , since this condition implies
that all estimated loss rates of links in the actual tree
are greater than × . Errors of type (iii) are excluded ifªÅ ��ÿ 6 	�ÿ P Ûu ªÅ ��ÿ 6 	,ÿ7Ð�·�Ñ� and ªÅ �&ÿ 6 �hÿ7Ð�	�ÿ P '����u×�½u ªÅ �&ÿ 6 	�ÿ7Ð��Ü<� , or if ªÅ �&ÿ 6 	�ÿ P tu ªÅ �&ÿ 6 	�ÿ7Ð��ÜÚ�
and ªÅ �&ÿ 6 �/ÿ P 	,ÿ7Ð�����Su�×�3u ªÅ �&ÿ 6 	�ÿ P fØ�� for all�&ÿ 6 	�ÿ Ð 	�ÿ P U(LeU��×� where eU�`×�É���>��ÿ 6 	�ÿ Ð 	�ÿ P ¸BQÿ i �� à ÿ i Ù� Î à ÿ i X�ÿ \ � Îk	¢9 Ù� " à �&ÿ 6 ��ÿ Ð �ÿ P WX!� { �`æ�S�oÎE����ÿ 6 ��ÿ7ÐU��ÿ P Z�v� { �`æ������9/(����	�>%	'fk�C� { �`æ�®�eÿQi�	aæ2(Ú����� . The latter conditions
ensure that all the links in the binary tree produced by
BLT, which are either results of node misgrouping or cor-
responding to fictitious links due to binary reconstruc-
tion, have estimated loss rate less than or equal to × , and
are hence pruned. Summarizing, let l��&ÿ 6 	�ÿ7Ð�	�ÿ P 	�×� be
the event that (21) holds for a given �&ÿ 6 	�ÿ Ð 	�ÿ P  , andþ���×� the event that the topology is correctly classified.

Then þ���×��jÇX \�b>c ��� � a �Wl \ X�l �=xDx=�\ ��×�T3X�l �=xDx=xD� ��×�
where l �DxDx=�\ ��×� � X �Tc ë | c ð | cRnT�¢bpo.�=\+� lM�&ÿ 6 	�ÿ Ð 	�ÿ P 	�×�
and l �Dx=xDx=� �`×� � X �Tc ë | c ð | cRna�ybpo.� � � �$lM�&ÿ 6 	�ÿ Ð 	�ÿ P YXl���ÿ 6 	,ÿ Ð 	,ÿ P 	a×� q '�¸�$l���ÿ 6 	,ÿ Ð 	,ÿ P  q X�l���ÿ 6 	,ÿ P 	,ÿ Ð 	a×� q  .
Consequently, we can write a union bound for the proba-
bility of misclassification:mEõö�÷wø7� � � � BÍ�/m�n þ���×� q q (22)

Ü r\�b<� � { z n l�q\ qkß z n l �Dx=xD�\ �`×�#qaq � ß z n l �Dx=x=xD� �`×�#qaq
and each term in (22) can in turn be bounded above by
a sum similar to the RHS of (17). For the last term, in
particular, observe thatl �=xDx=xD� ��×�#q½�P� �Tc ë | c ð | cRna�¢bpo.� � � �$l���ÿ 6 	,ÿ7Ð�	�ÿ P #q¬� (23)

l���ÿ 6 	,ÿ7Ð�	,ÿ P 	a×�a8X®�$lM�&ÿ 6 	�ÿ7Ð�	�ÿ P 8XJl��&ÿ 6 	�ÿ P 	�ÿ7Ð�	�×�a�/� �Tc ë | c ð | c n �¢bpo.� � � �Wl��&ÿ 6 	,ÿ7Ð�	,ÿ P 	a×�7�Jl���ÿ 6 	,ÿ P 	,ÿ7Ð�	a×�a�f� �Tc ë | c ð | cRnT�¢bpo.� � � lM�&ÿ 6 	�ÿ Ð 	�ÿ P 	�×�+	
so that

z n l �Dx=xDx=� �`×� q q¬Ü « �Tc ë | c ð | cpna�¢bpo.� � � lM�&ÿ 6 	�ÿ7Ð�	�ÿ P 	�×� .
B.1 Misclassification Probabilities and Experiment Du-

ration.

We examine the asymptotics of the misclassification
probability m�õö�÷wø�� � � � for large ? and small

x [ x , by the
same means as in Section VIII-A. This amounts to find-
ing the mean

d �&ÿ 6 	�ÿ Ð 	�ÿ P 	�×� and asymptotic variancew Ð ��ÿ 6 	,ÿ Ð 	,ÿ P 	a×� of the distribution of ªd ��ÿ 6 	,ÿ Ð 	,ÿ P 	a×� ,
then finding the dominant exponent

d Ð �Rw Ð over the var-
ious �&ÿ 6 	�ÿ8Ð�	�ÿ P  . Let [ õ �`×���s±�Ô=Õ�xwb<� � [$x denote the
smallest internal link loss rate of � � larger than × and[��%��×�W�/±�¯Ê² x`b<� � � � [ x the largest internal link loss rate
of � smaller than × or [ � �`×�t��� if no such loss rate ex-
ists (which occurs when × is smaller than all internal links
loss rate). The proof of the following result is similar to
that of Theorem 10 and is omitted.

Theorem 11: Let �w�S	T[$ be a canonical loss tree. For
each �ÆÜ × ~ � , �&ÿ 6 	�ÿ Ð 	�ÿ P  ( � xwb<� � eU�wæ�S�eU��×� , ¶ ?Aù]� ªd �&ÿ 6 	�ÿ Ð 	�ÿ P 	�×��u d �&ÿ 6 	�ÿ Ð 	�ÿ P 	�×�T con-
verges in distribution, as the number of probes ? µ¹ , to a Gaussian random variable with mean 0 and
variance w Ð ��ÿ 6 	,ÿ Ð 	,ÿ P 	a×� . Furthermore, as

x [ x �±�¯�² \�b>c [ \ µe� and ×�� x [ x µB�¸(��w�%	+¹· ,
(i)
d �&ÿ 6 	�ÿ8Ð�	�ÿ P 	�×�
� Ó �&I.�&ÿ 6 ��ÿ7Ð�a7u Ó �&IG��ÿ 6 �Sÿ P T7u×Éß O � x [ x Ð  ;

(ii) w Ð �&ÿ 6 	�ÿ Ð 	�ÿ P 	�×�
�lp Ó �wI.��ÿ 6 �½ÿ Ð T�u Ó �wI.��ÿ 6 ��ÿ P a�p ßO � x [ x Ð  ;
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(iii) If ��ÿ 6 	�ÿ7Ð�	�ÿ P ½(�eU�wæ� , æ
()��� ,
±�ÔDÕ�Tc ë | c ð | c n �¢bpo.�Dx=� d Ð �&ÿ 6 	�ÿ7Ð�	�ÿ P 	�×�w Ð �&ÿ 6 	�ÿ7Ð�	�ÿ P 	�×� � � [$x7u�×� Ð[Cx ß O � x [ x Ð 

(24)
and

±VÔ=Õxwb<� � ±�Ô=Õ�yc ë | c ð | cRna�ybpo.�DxD� d Ð �&ÿ 6 	,ÿ7Ð�	,ÿ P 	a×�w Ð �&ÿ 6 	,ÿ Ð 	,ÿ P 	a×� (25)

� � [ õ ��×�$u;×� Ð[ õ ��×� ß O � x [ x Ð +�
If ��ÿ 6 	,ÿ Ð 	,ÿ P ½(�eU�`×� ,

±�ÔDÕ�Tc ë | c ð | cRna�¢bpo.� � � d Ð ��ÿ 6 	�ÿ7Ð�	�ÿ P 	�×�w Ð ��ÿ 6 	�ÿ Ð 	�ÿ P 	�×� (26)

��� O ��× Ð � x [ x Ð  if [ � ��×�
�A�� � 4 }+  � � �`� ð}   � � � ß O � x [ x Ð  if [¡�%��×�½�h�
In (27) above, for clarity we distinguish the expressions
for [ � ��×�½��� and [ � ��×�r�A� . Observe that the result for[ � �`×�É��� in (27) can be actually obtained by taking the
limit of the expression for [ � �`×�½�h� , which is of the form{ ��×¸u [ � ��×�a Ð ß O � x [ x P  � � { [ � �`×�8ß O � x [ x Ð  � .

Using the same reasoning as was used in Section VIII-
A, we expect that the logarithms of the probabilities of
errors of type (i), (ii) and (iii) to be asymptotically lin-
ear in the number of probes ? , with slopes that behave
respectively as� �=xD� � [ õ ��×�T�+>k	¢� �Dx=x=� � � [ õ ��×�$u;×� Ð> [ õ ��×� 	 (27)� �=xDx=xD� � � O ��× Ð � x [ x Ð  if [ � ��×�
�A�� � 4 }p  � � �w� ðÐ }   � � � if [ � ��×�½�h�
The dominant mode of misclassification is that with the
lowest slope in (27), which then dominates the sum in
(22) for large ? . Hence we approximate the misclassifi-
cation probability to leading exponential order by

mEõö�÷wø7� � � � � � 4 � -+£ Ð��I¤¦¥ §�¨ q í é=î | q í é éDî | q í éDé éDîW© � (28)

Since � �=xD� Øª� �Dx=x=� , type (ii) errors always dominate type
(i). Between type (ii) and (iii), the prevailing type of er-
rors depends on the relative magnitude of [ õ �`×� , [ � ��×�
and × , which satisfy [ � �`×�M~g×®~ [ õ �`×� . Type (ii) be-
comes prevalent as ×�µ [ õ �`×� since then � �DxDx=� µÑ� ; sim-
ilarly, type (iii) dominates as ×�µ [ � �`×� . Thus, × should
be chosen large enough to avoid the type (iii) errors, but
small enough so that the probability of type (ii) does not
become large. Unfortunately, this is not possible unless
information on the actual link loss rates is available. We
believe, nevertheless, that this does not represent a prob-
lem in practice. Indeed, as the analysis above indicates,
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Fig. 19. MISCLASSIFICATION AND MISGROUPING IN XZY$[]\%¼DÞ+À :

(a) fraction of misclassified links with loss �«� , for �0ÂDIH�UWF�E GIH�U$G�E DIH�E N�E GIH ; (b) fraction of misclassified trees for ÞWÂD�E?K'H�UWD�E FIH�U$D�E MIH�U$D�E ¬H .

for enough large ? , the most likely way ú]û,ü z ��×� misclas-
sify a tree is by either pruning the link which the least loss
rate higher than × (a type (ii) error) or by not pruning that
with the the largest loss rate smaller than × (a type (iii)
error); either way, the resulting inferred tree would differ
from the actual by the at most one link, approximatively,
that with the loss rate closest to × .

The foregoing arguments allow us to also estimate the
number of probes ® required for inference with misclas-
sification probability  in a tree with minimum link loss
rate [ õ . This is done by inverting the approximation (28)
to obtain that ® is approximately

u Ð }<¯ � � ��° ±�²�³� � 4 } ¯ � � �`� ð if [ � ��×�
�A�u�>$±�¯Ê²�´ }7¯ � � �� � 4 } ¯ � � �`� ð 	 }+  � � �� � 4 }   � � �`� ðhµ §=¨�©� if [ � ��×�½�h�
(29)

Note that for ú]û,ü , or when ×�¶ [ õ , this reduces to the
simple form ® � u�>$§=¨�©Q�� �,� [ õ .
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We conclude by observing that in the above analysis,
we have implicitly assumed that �|�2Ù�gÎ . Nevertheless,
for large enough × , � � �ÑÎ which corresponds to the
case when ��� is a degenerate tree where all leaf nodes
are siblings. In this case, it is clear that misclassification
occurs only because of type (iii) errors. The misclassifi-
cation analysis for this special case can then be obtained
by taking into account type (iii) errors alone.

B.2 Experimental Evaluation.

We performed 10,000 experiments in a 21 node tree
with mixed branching ratio 2 and 3. On each experiment,
the loss rates are a random permutation of the elements
of the set ����� â<;M	���;S	������+	�=%�Ìâ@;S	����<;M� , thus having the
same smallest link loss as in the experiments for BLT. In
Figure 19 we plot the fraction of links, that had loss rates
greater than or equal to a given threshold � , and were mis-
classified. These appear very similar to those for BLT in
Figure 18. In Figure 19(b) we also plot the fraction of
misclassified trees using ú]û�ü z �`×� for different values of× , all smaller than the smallest loss rate of �%�Ìâ@; . With this
choice, [ � ��×�U�l� and [ õ �`×�¸���%�Ìâ@; . As expected, ac-
curacy is best for intermediate × . The difference in shape
between the last and the first three curves indicates the
change between the two different regimes of misclassi-
fication. For × smaller than ��� ·�; , misclassification is
dominated by erroneous exclusion of nodes from a group,
while for ×f� ��� ·�; , misclassification is mostly deter-
mined by erroneous pruning of the link with the smallest
loss rate (which is �%�Ìâ@; ) because of statistical fluctuation
of its inferred loss rate below × . In the latter case, we can
use (27) to compute the tail slope obtaining ·�� f��@��� 4Z¸ ,
in good agreement with the estimated experimental slope
which is ·��=�¹�®��� 4h¸ .
B.3 Asymptotic Misclassification Rates for the ML-

Classifier

We sketch how the theory of large deviations [5]
can be used to bound the asymptotic probability of
misclassification by the ML estimator. The expres-
sions obtained here were used to determine the ML tail
slopes in the table in Figure 17. First, observe thatz {]| } � ª����áÙ� �jl� « ��º { z {]| } � ª����ã�»�� . For�AÙ�<� , each term in this sum can be bounded above byz7{]| }`¼ � }�� b 2 5 ��?$486 « -x= 6¾½ �w^ �Dx=� à �%	�[ � ½�h�%��¿ , where½ �`£ à �%	T[C��E��§=¨�©.�ÁÀC�`£ à �%	T[C��T��À��`£ à ��	�[CT and À��`£ à �S	T[$the probability of the outcome £�(f�<�L���%	���� � under
the loss tree �w��	�[C . Let Â - �/? 4868« -xD 6  	 í é=î denote the
empirical distribution of the first ? quantities ^ �Dx=� (here Ã is the unit mass at £ ), and for each � and [ � (u� �
let Ä � | } � �v��Å·(ÇÆ 6 �&�rVB « Ã�b+È ½ �`£ à �%	T[C��#Å7�w£G�Øg�k�(here Æ 6 �&�r is the set of probability measures on � ) and
set Ä � �F� } � b 2 5 Ä � | } � . Since the ½ �`^ �Dx=� 	#�%	�[��� are IID

random variables, we can use Sanov’s Theorem [5] to
conclude that

§=Ô=±ÇÉ'Ê�Ë-�³E´ �? §D¨�© z7{]| } � ª� �� �1��
ÜY§=ÔD±�É'Ê�Ë-�³�´ �? §=¨�© z.{
| } ��Â - (�Ä � Üfu0ÔDÕ�ÌÍ bpÎ 5bÏ �$ÅZp�#$��ù à ��	�[CT+� (30)

Here, for Åk	#Ð ( Æ 6 �&�r , Ï �WÅ p Ð% �« Ã�b+È Å7�`£.5§=¨�©.�$Å7�w£GT�RÐ7�`£GT is the Kullback-Leibler “dis-
tance”, or entropy of Å relative to Ð . By further minimiz-
ing the right-hand term of (30) over all �®Ù�A� , we obtain
an asymptotic upper bound for the decay rate of the mis-
classification probability as ? increases. For each � , the
minimization can be carried out using the Kuhn-Tucker
theorem; we use the form given in [15].

We mention that a lower bound of the following form
can be found:

§=ÔD±hÔDÕ�Ì-�³E´ �? §D¨�© z {
| } � ª�����Ù�P��ÆØuZÔ=Õ�Ì'� Ï ��� � 	�[ � p �S	T[$½Bp� � Ù�P��	�[ � (�� � � � (31)

IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have proposed and established the con-
sistency of a number of algorithms for inferring logical
multicast topology from end-to-end multicast loss mea-
surements. The algorithms fall in two broad classes: the
grouping algorithms (BLTP, BLTC and GLT), and the
global algorithms (ML and Bayesian).

The computational cost of the grouping approaches
is considerably less for two reasons: (i) they work by
progressively excluding subsets of candidate topologies
from consideration while the global algorithms inspect all
topologies; and (ii) their cost per inspection of each poten-
tial sibling set is lower. Of the grouping algorithms, the
BLTP approach of treating the tree as binary then pruning
low loss links is simplest to implement and execute.

Of the algorithms presented, only the Bayesian is able
to identify links with arbitrarily small loss rates. All the
other classifiers require a parameter ×���� that acts as a
threshold: a link with loss rate below this value will be
ignored and its endpoints identified. The threshold is re-
quired in order that sibling groups not be separated due
to random fluctuations of the inferred loss rates. How-
ever, we do not believe that the necessity of a threshold
presents an obstacle to their use in practice, since it is
the identification of high loss links that is more important
for performance diagnostics. In practice we expect × to
be chosen according to an application-specific notion of a
minimum relevant loss rate.

By construction, the Bayesian classifier has the great-
est accuracy in the context of classification of topologies
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drawn according to a known random distribution. How-
ever, the performance gap narrows when classifying a
fixed unknown topology, and in fact the Bayesian clas-
sifier has slightly worse performance than the others in
this context. We conclude that BLTP offers the best per-
formance, having the lowest computational cost for near
optimal performance.

This selection of BLTP( × ) motivates analyzing its error
modes, and their probabilities. Although the analysis is
quite complex, a simple picture emerges in the regime of
small loss rates [ \ and many probes ? , and errors are
most likely to occur when grouping the children of the
node 9 that terminates the link of lowest loss rate.

The leading exponents for the misclassification that
were calculated in Section VIII can be used to derive
rough estimates of the number of probes required in prac-
tice. Consider the problem of classifying a general topol-
ogy whose smallest link loss rate in 1%. According to
(29), the number of probes required for a misclassification
probability of ��; (using ×S�l�%�Ìâ@; ) is about 4000. (In a
binary topology using BLT the number required drops to
about 1000). Using small (40 byte) probes at low rate of
a few tens of kbits per sec, measurements involving this
many probes could be completed within only a few min-
utes.

We note that the grouping methods extend to a wider
class of estimators by replacing the shared loss estimate
with any function on the nodes (i) that increases on mov-
ing away from the root; and (ii) whose value at a node can
be consistently estimated from measurements at receivers
descended from that node. Examples of such quantities
include the mean and variance of the cumulative delay
from the root to a given node; see [6] and [11].

Finally, a challenging problem is to take the resulting
logical multicast trees and mapping the constituent nodes
onto physical routers within real networks. This remains
beyond our capability at this time.

X. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS

The proof of Proposition 1 depends in the following
Lemma.

Lemma 2: Let ½ x �h� for æC�*��	
>k	������+	'Ñ ; let ½ be such
that ±VÔ=Õ x ½ x ~ ½ ~*« x ½ x ; and set #$�WÒ'¸BÍ���a�Uu ½ �pÒ�]u� x �a�Ûu ½ xy�pÒ' . Then the equation #$�$Ò�É�*� has a unique
solution Ò�Ó¸� ½ . Furthermore, given Ò¸� ½ then #$�WÒ't���
if and only if ÒU�ÇÒ�Ó .
Proof of Lemma 2: Set � x � ½ x � ½ ~ � so that« x �'xt�*� . Let Ô 6 �`£.É�����Uu�£G , Ô�Ð��`£GÉ� � x ���Uu��'xw£.
and Ô��«Ô 6 uÕÔQÐ , so that #$�$Ò'@�ÖÔ�� ½ �pÒ' . We look
for zeroes of Ô . For £�(¥n �%	��'q�ÔQ� �6 �`£.;�Ò� , ÔQ� �Ð �w£G;�Ô Ð �`£. ´ �y« x@× x �w£GT Ð u@« x+× x �`£. Ð µ �v� where × x �w£GR�� x �k�a�UuÇ� x £.V��� . Hence Ô is strictly concave on n ��	��'q .
Now Ô��w�>t�*� , Ô¬�a��U~f� and ÔQ�&�&��r��u3�tß « x ��xt�P� .

So since Ô is concave and continuous on n ��	���q there must
be exactly one solution £bÓ to Ô��`£.W�A� for £)(!�w��	��� and
hence one solution Ò Ó to #$�$Ò���¥� for Ò�� ½ . Further-
more, given £Y(��w��	��� , Ô��`£.���� iff £�~*£bÓ and hence
given ÒÛ� ½ , #$�$Ò'½�h� iff ÒÉ�1Ò�Ó .
Proof of Proposition 1: Clearly ±�ÔDÕ.\�b>� � �&"%½~ � �¢J3½~« \�b>� � ��JE in a canonical loss tree and hence (i) and (ii)
follow from Lemma 2. (iii) is then a restatement of (2),
established during the proof of Prop. 1 in [3].

(iv) Write J3�.�lJ��;��"G� . We refer to Figure 1, where
we show the logical multicast subtree spanned by ".	+J
and their descendents, together with I.��JE+	TI.�¢JE�= and the
root � . From (i),

Å ��J �  is the solution of the equationØ �ru � �¢J �Å ��J � pÙ � Ø �ru � �&"%Å �¢J � pÙ �i'b>� Ø �½u � �D95Å �¢J � RÙ �
(32)

and
Å ��JE is the solution of

���ru � ��J3�� Å �¢J3a��F�i'b>� �a�Éu � �=9>�� Å ��J3T (33)

Now suppose that
Å ��J3<Ø Å ��J �  . We shall show

that this leads to a contradiction. Since then
Å ��JE�ØÅ ��J3��j� � ��J3�= , we can apply (i) and (ii) to (32) to ob-

tain

�ru � �¢J � Å �¢J3 Ø Ø �ru � ��"%Å �¢J3RÙ �i'b>� Ø �ru � �=95Å ��J3pÙ
� Ø �ru � ��"%Å �¢J3RÙ Ø �ru � ��J3Å �¢J3+Ù 	 (34)

with the right-hand equality obtained by substitution of
(33). Applying (2) at the node I.�¢J3�� we have

�ru � ��J �����&I.��J � a �
Ø �ru � �&"%���&IG�¢J � pÙ Ø �ru � �¢J3���&I.��J � a+Ù �

(35)
Since the assumption

Å ��J3 Ø Å �¢J3�� implies thatÅ ��JEr� � �¢J �= , then comparing (34) with (35) and using
(ii) again we find �j�wI.��J � aVÜ Å ��JEE�Ú���&I.��J3T . This
is a contradiction since I.��J3��SË<I.��J3 and Ú canonical
implies �j�wI.��J3��at�����&IG�¢J3a .

While proving that DLT reconstructs the tree correctly,
we find it useful to identify a subset ÿ of � as a stra-
tum if �����&"%hB�"s(¥ÿt� is a partition of � . If DLT
works correctly, then before each execution of the while
loop at line 4 of Figure 2, the set �3� is a stratum and the
set �&����	T���D of nodes and links is consistent with the ac-
tual tree ���
	��� in the sense that it decomposes over sub-
trees rooted at the stratum �3� , i.e., ���.��� \�b�� � �S�&"% and�W�Q�f� \�b�� � �Û�&"� . This is because any correct iteration of
the loop that groups the children of node " has the effect
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of joining subtrees rooted at nodes in HQ��"% , while modify-
ing the partition ���V��"%¸BG"®(��3�`� by replacing elements�����=9>rB�9S()HQ��"G�� by ���&"% . The proof of Theorem 2 de-
pends on the following Lemma that collects some proper-
ties of strata.

Lemma 3: If ÿ is a stratum in a logical multicast tree�&�W	T�½ then
(i) If "S()ÿ then no ancestor or descendant of " lies in ÿ .
(ii) Exactly one of the following alternatives applies to
each non-root node " in � : (a) "R(2ÿ ; (b) " has an ances-
tor in ÿ ; (c) " has at least two descendants in ÿ .
Proof of Lemma 3: (i) If 9�	,".	�()ÿ and 9�:h" then ���D95½����&"% , contradicting the partition property. (ii) If "��(hÿ ,
then there exists 9f(lÿ obeying one of the alternatives9�Ëe" or 9�:e" , for otherwise ���=9> does not overlap
with any element of the partition �����D95�B$9/(*ÿ½� . By
(i), the alternatives are exclusive. There exists 9M(Zÿ with9�Ëe" , it is unique, by (i). If not, there exists 9�(�ÿ
with 9*: " . In this case " cannot be a leaf node and
hence �V�=95ÜÛg����"% since " has branching ratio at least
2. Hence there must be at least one more node 9k�E(�ÿ
with 9R:P" , since otherwise the partition �����D95ÉB�9�(�ÿ½�
would not cover � .

Proof of Theorem 2: (i) Suppose that DLT yields an in-
correct tree, and consider the first execution of the loop
during which �&���&	T���= becomes inconsistent. Inconsis-
tency could occur for the following reasons only:
1. If the minimizing pair ��Ï 6 	aÏ.ÐÊ� are not siblings. Then
there exists Ý�:gI.�`Ï 6 	aÏ.Ð� that is the parent of either Ï 6
or Ï Ð ; say ÝRËsÏ 6 . Since Ï 6 (�� � , by Lemma 3(i) no
ancestor of Ï 6 – including Ý – can be in �3� . Hence by
Lemma 3(ii), there must be at least one node Ï �Ð in addi-
tion to Ï 6 with the property that Ï.�Ð :ÞÝ and Ï.�Ð (*� � .
Since the loss tree is canonical,

Å �`Ï 6 	TÏG�Ð @ÜK����Ýa·~���&I.�`Ï 6 	aÏ Ð TU� Å �wÏ 6 	aÏ Ð  , contradicting the minimality
of
Å �wÏ 6 	aÏ.Ð� . Hence the minimizing pair are siblings.

2. If not all sibling nodes of Ï 6 	aÏ.Ð are members of � � .
Let there be a sibling Ó of Ï 6 that is not in �3� . SinceÏ 6 ( � � , then by Lemma 3(i) no ancestor of Ï 6 –
and hence no ancestor of its sibling Ó – can lie in �E� .
Since Ó itself is not in � � , by Lemma 3(ii), there existÓ 6 	 Ó ÐV(®� � with ancestor Ó . Since the loss tree is canon-
ical,

Å � Ó 6 	 Ó Ð ;ÜN�j� Ó ;~L���&IG�wÏ 6 	aÏ Ð TZ� Å �`Ï 6 	TÏ Ð  ,
contradicting the minimality of

Å �wÏ 6 	aÏ.Ð� . Hence all sib-
lings of Ï 6 	TÏGÐ are members of �3� .
3. If not all sibling nodes of Ï 6 	TÏGÐ are included in J of
steps 5–7. This would violate Prop 1(iii).
4. If a node that is not a sibling of Ï 6 	TÏGÐ is included inJ . This would violate Prop 1(iv).

(ii) Since (i) allows the reconstruction of the loss tree
from the outcome distribution, distinct loss trees can not
give rise to the same outcome distributions, and hence the
canonical loss tree is identifiable.

Proof of Theorem 3: Consider a maximal set J ���Ï 6 	aÏ Ð 	�������	aÏ ¤ � of siblings that is formed by execu-
tion of the while loop at line 6 in DLT; see Figure 2.
We assume the non-trivial case that Ñ �ß> and as-
sume initially that J is unique. By Prop. 1(iii),

Å ��ùÌ is
minimal within � � d�� BÌ� �¸� on any pair of nodes fromÿ � d,� BÍ�0J . The action of DBLT can be described iter-
atively over iS�N����	���	������+	#Ñ;� as follows. After select-
ing J �Ágy� � ��Ï �Ágy�6 	aÏ �Ág¢�Ð � in line 5, all pairs in ÿ �Ágáà 6 � ��&ÿ �Ágy� �VJ �Ágy� t���ÊJ �Ág¢� � minimize

Å ��ùÌ over all pairs in� �âgãà 6 � � �w� �Ágy� ��J �Ágy� r�/��J �Ágy� � with the same min-
imum

Å ��JE . This is because �a�ju � �¢J �Ágy� �� Å ��J3T;�� ñ b�ä$�Ágy� �a�Wu � �`Ï7T� Å ��J3T where å���i� denotes the mem-

bers of J that are descended from J �Ág¢� in the binary
tree built by DBLT. Hence ���Ûu � ��J �Ágy� T� Å ��J3TÉ�Ú�a�Ûu� �wÏ �Ágy�6 T� Å �¢J3a�����u � �`Ï �Ág¢�Ð �� Å ��J3T and so

Å ��J �Ágy� ��Å ��JE by Prop. 1(i).
Thus for each step in DLT that groups the nodes in J ,

there are Ñou�� steps of DBLT that successively group
the same set of nodes. Since

Å �¢J �Ágy� R� Å ��J3 for alli , each node 9 added in DBLT has [¬i®�Ò� , apart from
the last one. Therefore, ü z �&�� acts to excise all links
between the binary nodes J � d,� 	�������	,J �D¤t� u�� . Thusæ û�üN� ü z �&��t1 æ ú]û,ü . If J in not unique, the same
arguments apply, except now there can be alternation of
grouping operations acting on different maximal sibling
sets.

Proof of Theorem 4: Since each ª� �¢J3 is the mean of ?
independent random variables then by the Strong Law of
Large Numbers, ª � ��J3 converges to t7n ª� ��J3yq�� � ��JE al-
most surely as ?·µ ¹ . In Theorem 1 of [3] it is shown
that

Å �¢J3 is a continuous function of � � �wI.��J3T+	�� � �&"%UB"S(�Jj��� , from which the result follows.

Proof of Theorem 5: Let J denote a generic binary sub-
set of � � that minimizes

Å �aù  when DBLT is applied to�w�M	�[C . Assume initially that the minimizing J is unique.
Since the loss tree is canonical,

Å �¢J3j~ Å ��JE�= for any
other candidate binary set J3� ; by the convergence prop-
erty of Theorem 4, ªÅ ��JE3~ ªÅ �¢J �� for all ? sufficiently
large. Hence the nodes in J are grouped correctly.

But it may happen, by coincidence, that the minimizingJ is not unique. Then there are pairs J � 6 � 	�������	,J �D¤t� that
minimize

Å
. Since the tree is canonical, then after eachJ �Ágy� ()�¸� has been grouped, the remaining pairs are still

minimizers of
Å �aù  amongst all pairs of the reduced set�w� ���½J �Ágy� G�2�ÊJ �âg¢� � in line 10 of Figure 4. Hence DBLT

picks these pairs successively for grouping until all pairs
have been picked.

With BLT, the ªÅ �¢J �Ágy�  are no longer equal. But for
sufficiently large ? they will still all be less than ªÅ �¢J ��
for any other candidate pair J3� , by Theorem 4. Thus BLT
will successively group the pairs J � 6 � 	������'	+J �D¤t� in some
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random order that depends on the relative magnitude of
the ªÅ �¢J �Ágy�  . But the order is not important, since the
end result is just to have the pairs formed as DBLT would
have.

Proof of Theorem 8: It suffices to show that§=ÔD± -�³E´ z7{
| } � ª� �� �L�E��M�N� for each ����Ù�L� , LetÀ��w£ à �M	T[$ denote the probability of the outcome £0(����	���� � under the loss tree �&�M	�[C . Under our assump-
tions, if �j�$Ù�P� , the Kullback-Leibler informationç �T�w�S	T[$+	��&� � 	T[ � a½BÍ�&t {
| } �w§D¨�©Q�ÁÀC�`^ à ��	T[$T��À��w^ à � � 	T[ � aT(36)
is a continuous function of [$�$(è��� { � , and is strictly pos-
itive because of identifiability. Thus there is a number j�h� such that

ç �a�&�M	T[$+	��w�j�&	T[C��T½ØÇ for all [C�8(J��� { � .
Nowz {]| } � ª����M�A� � tÜ (37)z7{]| }Lé � } � b 2 �a � � �? -r 6 §=¨�© À��`^ �DxD� à �E�&	T[C��ÀC�`^ �Dx=� à �M	T[$ Ø���ê�ë/�
Since [C�8(J��� {�� , the density À��`£ à �j�&	T[C�� is bounded away
from zero, hence the conditions of Jennrich’s [8] uniform
strong law of large numbers are satisfied. Thus,

z¬{]| }
-

almost surely,

�? -r 6 §=¨�© À��`^ �DxD� à �E��	T[C�=ÀC�`^ �=xD� à ��	T[$ uQµ u ç �T�w�M	�[C'	��&� � 	T[ � T½Üfuì 
(38)

uniformly in [C��(���� {�� , whence the RHS of (37) con-
verges to zero as ?Zµã¹ .

Proof of Theorem 9: Recall from the proof of Theorem 8
that the Kullback-Leibler information

ç ��"%	#">�� is a contin-
uous function of " � , and, because of identifiability, has a
unique minimum, namely 0, at ">�¬�Õ" . Given any neigh-
borhood J of "�( � , it follows that, for sufficiently small×��g� , the set í � �s��"��rB ç ��"%	'"���V~*×5� is contained inJ . Using Theorem 7.80 of Schervish [17], we have, for?)µÑ¹ , �
��J�p £GruGµK��	 z ) u!IG� Ó � (39)

Consider the pseudo-Bayes classifier ª��8 , which now
takes the formª��87�`£G½�/¯�°T©
±�¯�²� b { �D�7� �
�����J� d � p £.+� (40)

From (39) we obtain that,
z7{
| }

almost surely, �
�y�����Ü�� d { p £.®uGµ � and �
�����.���@� � p £.®uGµó� for ��Ù�Ñ� ,
whence ª��87�w£GÉ�*� for sufficiently large ? ,

z7{
| }
almost

surely.

Proof of Lemma 1: Assume that a number of group-
ings have been formed, after which " 6 	�"�Ð are candidate

nodes descended from æ , while " P is some other candi-
date node not descended from æ . Since the grouping thus
far is correct, " P cannot be æ or an ancestor of æ , and
hence ���&" P ��Fÿ P ��� { �U� { �`æ� . Let ÿQiR�<� { ��"�i� ,9!�L��	�> . All the ÿGi are disjoint. By arguments similar
to those used in the proof of Theorem 2,

Å �y�Ê" 6 	�" P �ÊU�Å �&ÿ 6 	,ÿ P ;� Å �&ÿ 6 	�ÿ Ð 2� Å ����" 6 	�" Ð �Ê . Thus correct
grouping of " 6 	�"�Ð by BLT is guaranteed if (16) holds for
all ��ÿ 6 	�ÿ7Ð�	�ÿ P ½(�e¸�`æ� .
Proof of Theorem 10: Since for each ÿN�e� , ª� �&ÿ
 is

the mean of i.i.d. random variables ªå �Dx=�c , the variables¶ ?3ù,�`ª� u �  , ª� ����ª� �&ÿW,� c~î.� , converge to a multivariate
Gaussian random variable as ?hµ_¹ . Since ªd is a dif-
ferentiable function ï of ª � , the Delta method insures that
the stated convergence holds.

To prove (i) observe that since I.�&ÿ 6 +	�I.�&ÿ P r:AI.�&ÿ 6 �ÿ P  then
Å ��ÿ 6 	�ÿ P U�g���&I.�&ÿ 6 �)ÿ P a . Since ÿ 6 and ÿ8Ð

may not satisfy I.�&ÿ 6 +	TI.��ÿ Ð A: IG��ÿ 6 ��ÿ Ð  –this may
occur whenever there was a grouping error in any of
the steps that lead to the construction of node ÿ 6 and/or
node ÿ8Ð –we need to explicitly write the expression forÅ �&ÿ 6 	,ÿ Ð  ,Å �&ÿ 6 	�ÿ7Ð� � z n � i'b@c ë ^ i ����q z n � i'b@c ð ^ i �*�'qz n �¬i'b@c ë ^jirù��¬i'b@c ð ^jiÛ���'q� z n ^`ð �Tc ë-ñ c ð � ����q� z n �¬i'b@c ë ^jiÉ�*�>p ^`ð �Tc ëáñ c ð � ���'qz n �¬i'b@c ë ^jiU���>p ^òð �Tc ë#ñ c ð � �*��	��¬i'b@c ð ^�iU�*�'q� �j�wI.�&ÿ 6 �Zÿ7Ð�Táó �Tc ë | c ð � (41)

where ó �Tc ë | c ð � BÍ� �Rô õ<öá÷�ø ë 	 ö  6ù 	¦ú í ø ë'û ø ð î  6áü�pô õ öá÷�ø ë 	 öT 6Iù 	¦ú í ø ë û ø ð î  6 | õ öá÷�ø ð 	 öa 6áü .Observe from Proposition 1(iv) that ó �Tc ë | c ð � Ü�� . Intu-
itively, the smaller ó �yc ë | c ð � , the greater the error commit-
ted so far in classifying the subtree rooted at æ . (i) then
follows as for

x [ x µº� it is easy to verify that �j�&"%¸��Su Ó �&"%¸ß O � x [ x Ð  and . �Tc ë | c ð � � �Su O � x [ x Ð  .
To prove (ii), a standard application of the Delta method
shows that the collection of ¶ ?
� ªÅ ��ÿ 6 	,ÿ Ð �u Å �&ÿ 6 	�ÿ Ð a
converge as ?�µ ¹ to a multivariate Gaussian random
variable with mean zero and covariance matrixÅ �Tc ë | c ð � | �ycRn | c�ý�� � rc | c � î.��þ Å �&ÿ 6 	�ÿ7Ð�þ � �&ÿ
 í�c | c � þ Å �&ÿ P 	�ÿ ¸ þ � �&ÿ �  �

(42)
where í�c | c � �ÿ�����%n ªå �DxD�c 	 ªå �Dx=�c � q . Now, following the
same lines of Theorem 5 in [3], we have that íìc | c � �Ó �&I.�&ÿS�Sÿ]�=T7ß O � x [ x Ð  , and

� (W�Tc ë | c ð ���� �Tc>� �0 �Tc ë#ñ c ð � | c ßO � x [ x Ð  by direct differentiation. Therefore, we haveÅ �Tc ë | c ð � | �yc n | c ý � ��í �Tc ë#ñ c ð � | �yc n ñ c ý � ß O � x [ x Ð  . Hence,

�	� ¼�
��U�
 � U�
	�+À�Â ����� ë�� � n�� � ��� ë�� � n���� ����� ë�� � ð � � ��� ë�� � ð � (43)

� F�� ��� ë�� � ð � � ��� ë�� � n�� � � ¼�! V"! � À
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Â #+¼%$Ê¼%
&�.Ã'
 � À&À � #+¼%$Ê¼%
&�GÃ(
��+À&À �)� ¼*! V+! � À
Finally, (iii) follows as Ó �wI.��ÿ 6 ��ÿ7Ð�T7u Ó �wI.�&ÿ 6 ��ÿ P T is
minimized when I.��ÿ 6 �Rÿ7Ð�W��æ and I.�&ÿ 6 �Rÿ P 
�f#$�`æ� .
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